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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates the influence ofhigh mean stress and high R ratio on the

fatigue behavior ofcomponents. Specifically, high tensile mean stress fatigue tests for

R ratios of0 7 and 0'8 were first ionducted on notched' K,=3'64' axial loaded sAE

1045 steel specimens with hardness Rc 37.The abilities of the conventional stress and

strain life methods of fatigue analysis to predict the fatigue life of the test specimens

were subsequently evaluated. To do so, fully reversed fatigue tests were additionally

conducted on smooth fatigue specimens to determine the cyclic material properties

necessary for the appiìcation ofthe life prediction methods. Finally, fractographic

examinations were conducted on the fractured notched specimens using scanning

electron microscopy.

During testing, the cyclic cÍeep was observed and increased with increasirg

mean süess. The fractu¡e surfaces ofthe higher mean stress, or shorter fatigue life

samples, were characteristic of monotonic failures while the longer life samples

showed indications of fatigue. Fatigue life calculatìons based on the Stress-Life

models were up to four orders of magnitude in error. However, wiren either Neuber's

rule or the Equivalent Strain Energy Density method were used in conjunction with

either the Morrow or Smith-Watson-Topper Strain-Life models to calculate the

fatigue life of the notched specimens, the maximum effot was one order of

magninrde.
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CIIAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

This chapter first gives a general overview of and the motivation for the research

conducted. The objectives of this research, the outline ofthe ¡esearch conducted to meet

the objectives, and the scope of the thesis are subsequently presented

1.1 Background

Engineering components are often subjected to fluctuating or fatigue tlpe loads in

setvice. These cyclic loads can result in component failure at an applied load level below

that which \¡/ould result in the component material reaching its ultimate strength under

monotonic loading. Such fatigue failures ate coûlmorr, are often associated with

substantial economic 1oss, and pose a serious compromise to huinan safety. As such, the

fatigue behavior of materials has been the topic of extensive research for over a century

and components used in fatigue applications are designed based on developed fatigue

design methodologies. These methodologies aim to predict the number of service loading

cycles a component can withstand before an associated defined failure occltts.

One ofthe most fundamental factors that influences the fatigue behavior of a

component made of a given material is the magnitude and configuration of the applied

loading cycle since it influences the fluctuating shess state within fhe component. The

most basic loading cycle is shown in Fìg. 1.1, where a constant amplitude fluctuating

load results ir a uniaxial nominal maximum stress, S-"* , and minimum stress, S*r . The

mean stress, S. , the altemating stress, S" , and the stress ratio, \ are defined respectively

on the basis of the maximum and minimum stress as:



and

g = 
S'"* +S-t

"'2

g- = 
S."* -St"

"2

R= S'- 
's,'*

(11)

(1.2)

(1.3)

It is well known that the mean stress has a substantial influence on the fatigue

behaviol of a component. That is, in components made of conventional engineering

materials, compressive mean stresses generally improve fatigue life while tensile mean

stresses have a detrimental effect on fatigue life. This is shown in Fig. 1.2, where the

altemating stress is plotted against the number ofcycies identical components can

withstand before failure, Nr, when cycled at different mean stresses. Since components

(such as pressure vessels, bolts, gear teeth, etc.) are often either exposed to a mean stress

due to the applied loading configuration or due to residual stresses induced during

manufacturing, fatigue design methodologies incorporate relations that account for the

mean stresses experienced in service.

Although mean stress correction relations are well estabiished, they have been

largely validated against data ftom laboratory tests conducted on fatigue specimens

subjected to low to moderate mean stresses and R ratìos. That is, for mean st¡esses below

sixty percent of the materials ultimate strength, S, (i.e. S- < 0.65, ), and R ratios less
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than 0.5 [ 1]. Figure 1.3 illustrates that for higher mean stresses and R ratios, there is little

fatigue data available.

It should be noted that Eqs. (1.1) and (1.3) imply that a high mean stress and high

R ratio loading cycle has a low altemating stress component. A typical such loading cycle

is shown in Fig. 1.4. Although in many applications loading cycles fall within the range

in whìch the fatigue design methods have been vaiidated, there are many common

applications where components are subjected to high mean stresses and high R ratios.

Some of such specific industrial applications include pre{ightened bolts, airplane wings

and turbíne engine blades. More generally, however, high mean stresses maybe

experienced at a geometric discontinuity in any component. That is, although nominal

mean stresses maybe low, due to the effect of the associated stress concentration, local

mean stresses may be higher than the aforementioned limit of model validity.

Components exhibit different fatigue behavior under high mean stresses than they

do at lower mean stresses. This was initially discovered by Bell and Benliam [2] who

tested stainless steel (18Cr-9Ni) specimens at various stress ratios ranging from R= -1 to

0.91 under cyclic axial loads. In their work, they tested both smooth specimens and those

that contained a geomeftic discontinuity (notch). Their results, shown in Figs. 1.5- 1 .6 for

smooth and notched specimens respectively, indicate that for a given S.." , as the R ratio

(and thus from Eqs. (i.1) and (1.3), the mean stress) increases, the slopes ofthe nominal

stress versus cycles to failure plots become shallow. This implies that at higher R ratios, a

small change in the maximurn stress results in a vast difference in fatigue iife. It was also

indicated in [2] that cyclic creep occurred at high R ratios i¡ both the smooth and notched

specimens subject to high R ratio loading. The cyclic creep resulted in a ductile ruphue



rather than a fatigue failure.

The concept ofcyclic creep is detailed in [3] where it is emphasized at

intermediate to high stress levels under load control test conditions, cycÌic creep or

ratcheting, can occur in the presence of mean stresses. Figure 1.7 shows the cyclic

creep/ratcheting ofa SAE 1045 steel rod subjected to a tensile mean stress [4]. It should

be noted that since ratcheting increases the mean strain values, it results in an increase in

the detrimental effects oftensile mean stress on the fatigue life of components. It should

be noted that conventional fatigue life prediction modeis do not have the ability to

account for cyclic creep or ratcheting since this phenomenon not only depends on

uraterial properties but also on loading mode. Furthermore ìt is unclear, even for a given

material, what shess level or R ratio results in cyclic creep, and it is thus difficult to

incorporate into fatigue life prediction models.

1.2 Motivation and Objective

Since the conventional fatigue life prediction models have not been sufficiently

validated for R ratios greater than 0.7, the Society of Automotive Engineers Fatigue

Design and Evaluation, SAE FD&B, committee recently embarked on a cooperative

research effort to study the fatigue behavior of materials undel high mean stress and high

R ratios. This work is part of this broad SAE FD&E high mean stress research program.

The objective of this research is to investigate the influence ofhigh mean stress

and high R ratio on the fatigre behavior of components. The investigation is carried out

by analyzing the behavior ofnotched fatigue samples when subjected to high mean stress

cyclic loading and examining their fractu¡e surfaces post failure. The investigation



additionally assesses the ability of existing fatigue life prediction models to predict the

fatigue life of components subjected to high mean stress, high R ratio loading'

1.3 Outline of This Research

To meet the objectives, the following tasks are car¡ied out in this thesis:

o Conduct a critical literature review of existing fatigue life prediction models'

+ Experimentally evaluate fatigue behavior under high mean stress and high R

ratios.

. Determine matelial properties needed in analytical fatigue life calculations'

. Perform high mean stress fatigue tests on sharply notched specimens'

I Perforrn fractographic analysis ofthe fractured specimens after high mean

stress cyclic loading to investigate the fatigue crack nucleation and

propagation morPhologY.

I Calculate the fatigue lives ofthe notched specimens using known life

prediction models and compare them to the experimental data obtained.

1.4 Scope of Thesis

h Chapter Two, fatigue life predicfion methods are reviewed with specific

leference to high mean stress applications. In chapter Three, the experimental facilities,

setup, and procedures are detailed- In chapter Four, the experimentai results are given. In

chapter Five, an evaluation of the life prediction methods is performed by comparing the

calculated fatigue lives with experimental data. In Chapter Six, conclusions and

recommendations for future research are presented.



Figure i .1 Nomenclature for Constant Amplitude Loading
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Figure 1.3 A Compilation of Mean Stress Experimental Research at Different R Ratios
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Figure 1.4 A Typical Load Pattem of High Mean Stress and High R Ratio
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Figure 1.6 Effects of R Ratios on Notched Specimens of Cr-Ni Stainless Steel [2]
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CHAPTERTWO

FATIGUE LIFE PREDICTION MODELS

There are tluee methods used in fatigue anaiysis to predict the life of components

subjected to cyclic loads. These include the nominai stress-life (s-$, the local strain-life

(6-1.Ð, and the linear elastic ftacture mechanics (not considered in this research)

approaches. In this chapter, the s-N and the e,N approaches to fatigue analysis are first

detailed. The governing relations that include conventional methods of accounting for

moderate mean stresses are presented. Additionally, more recent analyticai and

experimentai research that has, in the realm ofthese methods, addressed components in

the high mean stress and high R ratio regime, is detailed. A summary of the literature

presented is given in Section 2.3.

2.1 StressJife (S-N) Models

The stress-life, S-N, method of fatigue analysis is used in high-cycle (> 100 or i 05

cycles) fatigue applications, where stresses generally fall within the elastic range of the

material. Basic fatigue data in the high-cycle life range can be conveniently displayed on

a plot ofthe nomiral experimental cyclic stress level versus the logarithm of number of

cycles to failure or life. In 1910, Basquin [5] observed that stresslife data could be

plotted iinearly on a loglog scale and correlated using:

S",S^, =a(¡r¡B, (2.1)
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where S. is the amplitude of the altemating stress, S* is the fuIly reversed (R = -1)

fatigue strength at N, cycles, A is the coeffrcient and represents the valìre of S" or S*, at

one cycle, and B is the fatigue strength exponent, which is the slope ofthe log-1og S-N

cuwe. Although S-N curves are generally obtained at fuIly reversed ioading cottditions

where the mean stress is zero, many engineering components are subjected to nonzero

mean stresses in serwice. In order to determine the fatigue life of smooth (unnotched)

mechanical components under nonzero mean stesses, several models have been

developed. The most commonly used equations that correiate the tensile mean stress with

the fatigue strength for smooth specirnens at the infinite fatigue life or a long life ofabout

10u - 10u cycles include the Modified Goodman, Gerber, and Monow [3]. These

equations are given as:

Modihed Goodman

(2.2)

Gerber

(2.3)

Morrow

!*!-=r. e.4)Sr o'r

InBqs. (2.2)-(2.4), S, is the completely reversed fatigre strength, S" is the material

' \2s" ls,,ì ,
S' IS,, J
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ultimate strength, and o, is the true fracture strength. The Modified Goodman and

Morrow equations can be extrapolated into the compressive mean stress region since they

predict that the compressive mean stresses at long lives are benehcial However, the

Gerber equation incorrectly predicts a detrimental effect of acompressive mean stress on

the fatigue life of a component. The fatigue lives of smooth specimens can be predicted

by substituting the Basquin equation (Eq. (2.1)) for S, in the mean stress correction

models (Eqs. (2.2) - (2 -4)).

Most mechanical components contain some kind of geometrical discontinuity,

such as kelrvays, holes and splines (notches). The maximum local stress at the

discontinuity, o,,^ , can be many times higher than the nominal stress, S , in the member.

The elastic stress co[cenhation factor, K, , is used to relate the maximum loca1 sû'ess to

the nominal stress in an ideally elastic member. It is defined as,

,, o,,""
.S (2.s)

The elastic stress concentration facto¡ is only dependent on the geometry and

mode of loading. In the stress-life rnethod, the fatigu.e strength of a notched member

cannot be determined only by the elastic stress concentration factor since a stress gradient

and localized plastic deformation maybe present at the notch root [3]. The ratio of

smooth to notched fatigue stlength, calied fatigue notch factor, K, , is defined as,



,, Smooth specimen fatigue strength^,=@'

The fatigue notch factor can be determined by Peterson's formuia [6] as,

K. = l+ K'-l 
.' l+ alr'

s" ,S* -,(sr/K,) s,,

(2.7)

where a is material constant, and r is the radius of the notch root.

Modifications are needed to the aforementioned empirical mean stress correction

models (Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4)) developed for smooth specimens to predict the fatigue lives of

notched members. Since the fatigue crack initiation process is a local phenomenon, and

any stress concentration can be very detrimental, the permissible nominal altemating

stress is normaily reduced by dividing it by the fatigue notch factor' A simple approach

for.estimating the long life fatigue strength ofa component that is subjected to a tensile or

compressive mean stress involves dividing the fatigue skength by the fatigue notch factor

in the Modified Goodman equation as,

t3

(2.6)

(2.8)

The obvious shortcoming ofEq. (2.8) is that it does not incorporate non-linear

behavior ai the notch tip upon material yielding. Therefore, the modifrcation ìs only valid

when the notch root material is in the elastic range'
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Equations (2.1)-(2.8) represent the conventionally used relations that define the

st¡esslife approach to fatigue analysis. However, as stated in the introduction, these

relationships have only been experimentally validated for moderate mean stress and R

ratios applications for smooth and notchèd components. There have been few attempts to

incorporate the effect of high mean stresses into the S-N approach to fatigue analysis.

Cook [7] and Gunn [8] proposed two altemate life prediction models that account for the

local plasticity that is associated with the presence ofhigh mean stresses i¡ notched

members. Cook's [7] equations for high mean stress are given as:

S" +S* =Sy ST <S* <S".

In Eq. (2.9), S, is the material yield strength,

"u - 
S" (Sr -Sr)

"' - K,.(E -Ð
and

"e'-" - 
Sr(S, -S')

'v K.(S,-S,,)'

(2.e)



Guln's [8] model for high mean stress is given as

-=ä[,[u})*] o=,-=,.,

(2.10)

,. =9f'-|,s, -K,s,l"l ...r,. =r,. K,L ( s, ) )

In Eq. (2.10), S- is the intersection of the curve of Gunn's equations and the straight line

joining the points ( S" /K, ) plotted on both axes shown in Fig. 2.1.

A plot of the mean stress models including the Modified Goodman for smooth

components, and the Modified Goodman, Gunn and Cook models for notched

components is shown in Fig. 2.1. As can be seen from the figure, Cook's equations divide

the S-N curve into three distinct portions . kr the first portion, the slope of line AB is the

same as the Modified Goodman equation (Eq. (2.8)) for a notched member before the

onset of local yielding when Kr(S- +S") = Sy at B. The second portion, BB' , implies

that Cook's equations assume that a fuither increase in mean stresses after the onset of

local yielding has no effect on the fatigue strength until point B' , where point B' denotes

gross yielding when S,, + S" = S, .

Before loca1 yielding, the first parl of the Gunn's model is obtained from smooth

specimen data by reducing both the stress amplitude and the mean shess by the elastic

stress concentration factor. In Gunn's model, it is assumed that the range of stress does

not change with the increase in mean stress after local yielding has occurred. This
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assumption is modelled in the second portion of Eq. (2.10), which is similar to Cook's

model, and the exponent 4f 3 ís taken to consider the work-hardening effect

Burguete and Patterson [9] conducted tests on bolts under different levels of mean

stress and compared the iest results to those predicted by Cook and Gunn's models. It

was foùnd that these models provided a good correlation with the test data when the

mean stresses ¡Mere below the material yield strength.

Recently, Vantiger, et.al.[10-12] investigated the fatigue behavior ofSAE 1045

steel rods subj ected to high tensile mean stress for urmotched, mildly notched, and

sharply notched test specìmens with th¡ee different hardness Rc 10, 37 and 50. All fatigue

tests were run in load control using a simrsoìdal waveform between 25 and 30 Hz at R

ratios of 0.8 and 0.9. [r their work, the conventionally used mean stress correction

models (Eqs.(2.2)-(2.4)) were assessed for their ability to model high mean stress

conditions. Slightly modifred versions of the Modified Goodman, Ge¡ber, and Monow

equations were proposed and used with the Basquin equation to deteffnine the fatigue

lives of their test specimens. Specifrcally, they obsewed that the values of S-"- and S.

often exceeded the unnotched ultimate tensile strength due to the notch strengthening

effect. On that basis, they proposed that the uitimate stress should be teplaced by the

notched specimen ultimate strength in the Modified Goodman and Gerber equations to

calculate the fatigue lives ofnotched specimens. The calcuiated fatigue iives based on the

proposed mean stress models were inaccurate by up to 5 orders ofmagnitude when

compared to the actual lives, and thus were not meaningful. It should be noted that the

parameters in Basquin's equation were taken from published testing data which was not

strictly applicable to the testing material.
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Other research studies aimed at evaluating the effect of hìgh mean stress have not

evaluated the fatigue life prediction models but rather presented high mean stress faúgue

data. As mentioned ir Chapter One, the earliest research work about high mean stresses

was done by BelI et. al.l2l in 1962. More recently, Morrissey and McDoweil [13]

performed high cycle fatigue tests on Ti-641-4V smooth specimens at a range ofloading

frequencies for three different stress ratios, i.e. 0.1, 0.5 and 0.8. It was observed that

cyclic creep was clearly present at R:0.8. Their fractographic analyses fuither showed

that the ffacture mode is quite different for R=0.5 compared to that for R:0.8.

Specifrcally, at R:0.5 fatigue crack grou'th followed by ductile tearing and shear lip

formation were obserued as the cycles progressed. However, fracture surfaces at R--0.8

showed strong evidence of ductile void growth and initiation. The differences in the two

fracture modes may have been caused by cyclic creep/ratcheting. Another experimental

investigation involving high mean stresses was conducted for Ti-6Al-4V by Maxwell and

Nicholas [14]. hr their study, they concluded that the maximum stress is a critical

parameter in fatigue desigu for high R ratios (R>0.5) and that the fatigue failure mode

was similar to that in a creep or srstained load test at very high R ratios.

2.2 Strain-Life (e-N) Models

Machine components are often subjected high cyclic loads that induce signifrcant

amounts of deformation during each cycle. Since this loading is associated with shott

lives, failure under this high loading is commonly referred to as low-cycle fatigue. In this

case, fatigre behavior is best described in terms of strain.

The e-N approach to fafigue analysis can explicitly account for the plastic



defomation that may occur at a stress raiser or notch and has thus become increasingly

popular to predict the number of cycles a component can withstand before a crack will

initiate at a notch root.

Using the strain-life approach, fatigue life predictions are made using a two-step

process. Firstly, the elastic-plastic sÍain and stress history at a components critical

Iocation is detemìned. The second step is to substitute the calculated local stresses and

strainsintoastrain-lifefatiguefailuremodeltocalculatethenumberofcyclestocrack

initiation. The methods used to detemine the notch root elastic-plastic strain and stress

history are first presented in Section 2'2 1' The e-N failure theories are subsequently

presented in Sectton 2.2 -2'

2.2.1 Notch Root Elastic-Plastic Strain-stress Analysis

As previously mentioned, when a notched component is loaded' a stress gradient

arises ìn the plane ofthe notch, with the highest stress being located at the notch root'

Furthermore, the deformation of the notch root is constrained by the lower stressed bulk

material away from the higher stressed material at the notch root' In response to this

constraint, off-axis stresses are generated at the notch root' As a result' even when a

uniaxialloadisappliedtoanotchedbody,anon-uniformtriaxialstressfield,asshownin

Fig. 2-2, arises in the plane ofthe notch ln this case, at the notch root' the state ofstress

is biaxial since the stress nomal to the traction free swface is zero. Figure 2.3 shows tÏis

stress state on an element taken ftom the notch root of a loaded body Referring to the

cooldinatesystemshowninthefigure,thecorrespondingstressandstraintensorscanbe

represented resPectivelY as:



(2.1 1)

(2.12)

Equations (2.11) and (2.12) indicate that when a body is subjected to a uniaxial load,

there are five unknowns (two stresses and three strains) at the notch root. The strainlife

method of fatigue design necessitates the knowledge ofthese five components throughout

a loading history for application. Unlike the stresslife method of fatigue analysis,

inhe¡ent in the strainlife method is the relaxation ofthe assumption oflocal elastic

behavior. As such these parameters cannot be determined by simply applying the

equations of elasticity.

There a¡e tluee methods of determining the elastic-plastic notch root strains and

stresses throughout a components loading history. These i¡rclude numerical methods such

as the finite element analysis (FEA), experìmental measurements, and simplifred

analytical techniques. Comparing the three methods, experimental measurements are not

only time-colsumhg but also often consÍained by the component geometry and testing

equipment. For example, it is impossible to mount the traditional strain gauges at the

notch root of sharply notched samples- Numerical techniques, such as the finite element
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method, can give good accuÌacy for norìlinear stress-strain analyses, but are often

expensive and time-consuming.

AIl of the simplified models for elastic-plastic notch analysis proposed to date are

based on a comparison between the notch tip behavior in two geometrically identical

bodies that have the same elastic properties illustrated in Fig. 2.4. These bodies are

fuither assumed to be subjected to the same extemal loads. The difference between the

bodies is that one is made ofan elastic material, with the other, ofan elastic-plastic

material. By making such a comparison, the notch root behavior in the elastic-plastic

body can be determined fiom a relatively simpler elastic analysis. The approximate

analy'tical models can be easily applied in a nonlinear stress-strain analysis so long as the

geometry, loading condition, and material stress-strain curve are lcrown. Simplified

analltical techniques thus give the ability to provide simple anal1'tical calculations in

design.

Early researchels into simplified analytical techniques made assumptions

regarding to the state ofstress in order to reduce the number ofrequired equations to

define the notch root parameters. These included the assumption ofplane stress and plane

strain. The plane stress assumption is particularly applicable to thin plates where the

associated state of sb'ess at a notch roof is uniaxial due to the lack of lateral consüaint. On

the other hand, the plane strain assumption is made when the lateral strain can be

assumed negligible, as in the case of a thick plate. Referring to the coordinate system

shown in Fig. 2.3, the stress and strain states at the notch root in a uniaxially loaded

member under the plane stress and plane strain assumptions are given respectively as:



Plane Stress

(2.r3)

Plane Strain

(2.14)

As can be seen from Eqs.(2 .13)-(2.14), the m¡mber of unknown notch root parameters is

reduced by one relative to the case where no assumption is made. The four remaining

notch root parameters therefore can be found by dehning four mechanical behavioral

equations. Three of the required equations are generally dehned by the material

constitutive relations. In light ofthe application of the simplified analytical techniques,

the fourth equation is defrned by making the previously described comparison illustrated

in Fig. 2.4.

The most frequently used approximation model that relates the notch root elastic-

plastic strains and stresses to the nominal values was first proposed by Neuber [15] in

1961. Neuber's rule, originally derived for a prismatic body subjected to pure shear

loadíng, is commonly expressed as,
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where Ko and K"are the stress and strain concentration factors respectively, o is the

local stress, S is the nominal stress, s is the local strain, and e is the nominal strain. If

the material away fiom notch is elastic then by Hooke's law, e = S/E , and the reiation

that cor¡elates the nominal elastic stress with the local stress and strain can be found

using Eq. (2.15) as:

(rc,s)'

E

Neuber's ¡ule also can be written in the form,

(2.16)

o"t" = oNet, (2.r7)

where the superscript "e" and "N" stand for the local skess and strain components

detennined fiom the ideal elastic material iaw and real material law respectively. The

physical meaning hidden in Eq. (2.17) is that the actual total strain energy density (the

sum ofthe strain energy density and the complementary strain energy density) at the

notch tip in an elastic-plastic body is equal to that which would be obtained if the

material were to remain elastic as the extemai loads were applied. A graphical

representation ofNeuber's rule is illusüated in Fig. 2.5. For two identical notch bodies, as

shown in Fig. 2.4, Neuber's ¡ule assumes that the total skain energy density at the uotch

tip of the right hand elastic-plastic body is identical with the ideal elastic body under the

same loading conditions.



Combining Eq. (2.16) with the material constitr-rtive law in a Ramberg-Osgood

form, the notch tip elastic-plastic strain and stress can be determined for given stress

concentlation factor and nominal stress by,

(2.18)

In Eq.(2.18), n is the strain hardening exponent, and K is the strength coefhcient. These

parameters are obtained by linearly frtting the true stress versus the tme plastic strain

curve in log-1og coordinates. The strength coefficient is taken as the stress coordinate at a

true plastic strain of unity. The strain hardening exponent is the slope ofthe iinear fit line

It should be noted that the Ramberg-Osgood relation is valid up to the ultimate shength

since only the experimental data between the yield strength and the ultimate strength can

be used to generate the relation to avoid tlte necking effect.

Topper et. a1.[16] extended Neuber's rule to make it applicable to cyclic loading.

In their work, the monotonic stress-strain curve is replaced by the cyclic stress-strain

cuwe and the stresses and strains are replaced by their corresponding amplitudes.

Neuber's rule has been shown to provide a good agreement with measurements

for thin sheets and plates (e.g. plane shess) and conservatively predicts higher strains

than measured values for bodies in plane strain l3l.

ln 198i, Molski and Glinka [17] proposed an altemate approximation model, the

equivalent strain energy density (ESED) method for deterrnining the elastic-plastic notch

14*,lgl''' -(K,s)'IE \K/ E
1 r!/n

l, =9*1.9 ìIE\K/
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root strain-shess histories. The method states that the strain energy density at the notch

tip in an elastic-plastic body can be approximated by that in an elastic body if the plastic

zone at the notch root in the elastic-plastic body is surrounded by an elastic stress field. It

has been shown [17] that this relationship has produced good results even after the net

section has yielded. The ESED method can be expressed in terms of strains and stresses

as,

(2-re)

where superscript "E" refers to the elastic-plastic notch tip strain and stress components

as estimated by the ESED method. The Ramberg-Osgood material constitutive law can

be used in conjunction with Eq. (2.19) as:

(2.20)

to detennine the axial components ofthe elastic-plastic strains and stresses. A schematic

representation ofthe ESED method is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. As can be seen from Eq.

(2.20), the notch tip elastic-plastic strain and stress can be found knowing the stress

concentration facto¡, the nominal stress, and the material properties. Glinka [17] has also

extended the ESED method to address cyclic loading.

By comparing the Eqs. (2.18) and (2.20), the only difference between Neuber's
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ru1e and the ESED method is the factor[2/(n +1)] . Since the strain hardening

exponent, n , is always less than unity, a smaller stress value at a notch tip is predicted by

the ESED method than is by Neuber's rule [3]. Correspondingly, a smaller skain value is

obtained by the ESED method, which results in a longer fatigue life prediction than that

calculated by applying Neuber's rule.

Equations (2.15) and (2.19) were derived for the plane stress state where a

unia,rial stress state dominates at the notch root of a thin plate specimen. In order to take

accourt for the biaxial stress stâte at the notch tip for a plane strain case, Dowling et a1.

[18] proposed a modified stress-strain relation. By using tlie modihed stress-strain curve,

Neuber's rule and the ESED method can be extended to predict the stress-strain behavior

at a notch tip in a body that is under plane strain conditions as:

Neuber's Rule

(2.21)

ESED Method
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where E- =rl(t-v'), K- and n* are the stength coefficient and the strain hardening

exponent of the modihed stress-strain relation respectively.

ln general, a body is somewhere between the plane stress and plane strait states.

Therefore, fol a body subjected to uniaxial loading, there are five u¡known notch tip

stress and strain components as identified by Eqs. (2.1 1) and (2.12). There have been

several simplified anal¡ical models proposed for calculating notch root stress-strain

histories in bodies subjected to multiaxiai loads. These models can be reduced to addtess

bodies subjected to r.¡niaxial loads that are neither in a plane stress nor in a plane strain

state. In 1998, Singh [19] proposed incremental ESED and Neuber's ruie for calculating

notch tip multiaxial stress-strain histories in elastic-plastic components.

In [19], an incremental form of Neuber's rule was proposed. Specificall¡ it was

stated that for a given increment in the applied load, the increment in the total strain

energy density at the notch tip in the elastic-plastic body can be approximated by that

obtained if the body were to remain elastic throughout the loading history. Incremental

Neuber's mle was in [ 19] mathematically expressed as:

Incremental Neuber's Rule

oirdeir+xirdai, = olae[ +e)ao[

al.deÌ. +si.dol. =oLdeL + eldo|.

(2.23)

In [19], an incremental form of the ESED method was also presented.

Specifically, it was stated that for a given incremental in applied load, the coresponding



increment in the strain energy density at the notch tip in an elastic-plastic body can be

approximated by that obtained if the body were to remain elastic throughout the loading

history. This was expressed mathematically as:

Incremental ESED Rule

rsirdei, = 6Er¿¿E

oi,dei, = of,¿6,e,

(2.24)

Eqs. (2.23) and Q.24) are shown graphically in Fig. 2.6.

Either the incremental Neuber's or ESED method can be used in conjunction with

an appropriate constitutive relation for defining the notch root elastic-plastic strains and

stresses. For the case ofuniaxial monotonic loading where the biaxial stress-state prevails

at the notch root, the incremental or the deformation theory ofplasticity are applicable on

the notch tip element shown in Fig. 2.3, the incremental theory ofplasticity can be

written as:
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ÍnBq.(2.25), S,, are the deviatoric components of stress and are defined as,
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If the material hardening law is descretized into n segments, as shown in Fig.2.7, then

Ei(") and K!") represent the tangent and hardening moduli of the portion of the curve

where the local equivalent stress lies.

By combining Eqs. (2.25) with (2.23) or (2.24), the incremental stress and shain

components at the notch tip can be determined. The yield point can be chosen as the start

point to perform the incremental calculation since the stress and strain components can be

calculated using Hooke's Law in elastic regime. By progressively adding the incremental

elements to the previous stress and strain components, the states of stress and strain at

notch root can be obtained for the whole loading history. It should be noted that the form

of the constitutive relations presented here permits calculations for monotonic loading

only. In [19], a cyciic constitutive model was used to allow for cyclic calculations.

Hoffinann and S eeger [20-211proposed an altemate approach for estimating

multiaxial, elastic-plastic notch strains and stresses. Two steps are required for applying

2
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this method. First a relationship between the applied load and equivalent notch stress and

strain is established by an extension ofNeuber's ¡ule to multiaxial states ofstress and

strain by replacing the involved uniaxial quantities o , e and K, in Eq. (2.l5) by the

equivalent quantities o"o , e* andK, obtained from the von Mises or Tresca yield

criterion. In the second step, the principle stresses and strains at the notch tip are

corelated to the equivalent quantities obtained from the first step by appiying appropriate

constitutive theory. Two ofthe six principal stresses and strains have to be larown fo¡

solving the set of equations obtained in the second steps. Since the stress component

normal to the notch root surface is zero, one assumption has to be made conceming

another principle stress or strain components.

The proposed equations in [20] ofthe exterded Neuber's rule for a piecewise

power materjal law are given as:

o.o = o, (c"oE/o, )"' ,"*E t or,

r r2l!+n.lo lK Sl" "
t* =+.1+ I ,o, lK,oSs Kno,.' E L6' l

(2.26)

(2.27)

and

'",=?lT]"' .,dË , K,nS 2 Kno, (2.28)
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In the above equations, n, is material strain hardening exponent used in material power

law, Ko is limit load factor that describes the ratio of the ultimate load, Lr, to the yield

initiation load for an elastic perfectly-plastic material. The ultimate load can be

determined by performing a frnite element analysis using an eiastic-perfectly plastic

material law.

In order to determine the st¡ess-shain histories using Hofûnann and Seeger

rnethod for a notched circumferential bar (Fig. 2.2) under uniaxial loading conditions,

one assumption is required as mentioned in the second step of the method. Refening to

tlre coordinates inFig2.2, it maybe assumed that the elastic ratio of the circumferential

to axial strain remains constant ( e.¡/ezz = const. ) for whole loading history neglecting the

plastic effect. Subsequently, by applying the total deformation theory ofplasticìty and the

von Mises yield criterion, the relationship between the equivaient and unlalown principal

quantities can be expressed [21] as:

and

a.. l+cr!! - -r,tr: 1-vc[

1
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(2.30)

(2.3r)

InEqs. (2-29)-(2.3r),
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Combining Eqs. (2.26)-(2.31), the principal stress and strain components at a notch tip

can be determined.

It has been shown for uniaxial loading that Neuber's rule and the ESED method

when used together, predict a band within which experimentally deterrnined strains fall.

This band has been shown to exist fiom the point at which the notch root material yields

through to general net section yielding. The band, however, is defrnitely tighter when the

local elastic-plastic straìns are small, where each individual method yields results close to

those experimentally determined. Therefore, for components subject to high mean stress

conditions, where the assumption associated with the rnethods, that oflocalized plasticity,

is violated, Neuber's ruie and the ESED method should provide useful ¡esults if strain

calculations are made using each method and compared.

The extension ofNeuber's rule proposed by Hoffrna¡n and Seeger [20-21] was

specifically formulated to address the condition ofnet section yielding. As such, it seems

that it would be more applicable to high mean stress applications than those dehned in

[15] and [17]. If should be noted however, that they reported over a 30% error in strain

values when compared to those obtained from a finite element analysis in the high

deformation regime.
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2.2.2 ¿-N Life Prediction Methods

Once the notch root elastic-plastic strains have been determined, they can be used

in strain-life models to predict the fatigue life ofthe component. In 1910, Basquin [5]

found that the true stress amplitude could be related to the fatigue lifå of a component

through the following power law equation:

(2.32)

*n"r" f is the true stress amplitude, o, is fatigue strength coefficient, and b is the
2

fatigue strength exponent.

In the 1950s, Coffin l22l and Manson [23] found that the plastic strain amplitude

also could be related to the fatigue life by a power law function given as,

49=o, (zN,)0,

f =";1rr,¡" (2.33)

*n"." I is plastic strain amplitude, e; is fatigue ductility coefficient, andc is fatigue2'

ductility exponent.

The total strain amplitude can be related to the fatigue life by combining Eqs.

(2.32) and(2.33) given as,



4r=f {zN,)'+e,(zN,)".

Equation (2.34) is the fundamental ¡elation that defines the strain-life method of fatigue

analysis. The cyclic fatigue properties in Eq. (2.34) are obtained from fully reversed

constant amplitude strain-controlled tests.

As mentioned earlier, components seldom experience fully reversed loadings and

mean stresses or strains are usually present. Modifications to the strainlife relations have

been made to incorporate mean shess effects. Morrow [24] proposed a model that takes

mean stress effects into account by replacing o, with o, - o- for the elastic term in Eq.

(2.34) as,
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(2.3s)
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where o- is the local mean stress, Ê" is the local alternating strain.

The predictions made using Eq. (2.35) are consistent with the obsewations that

mean stress effects are significant at 1ow values ofplastic strain, where the elastic shain

dominates [25]. The local mean stress is taken to be positive for tensile values and

negative for compressive values in Eq. (2.35). The equation conectly predicts that a

tensile mean stress is defrimental and compressive mean shess is beneficial to the fatigue

life of a component.

Manson and Halford [26] suggested an altemate version of Motrow's mean stress

pararneter given by,



(2.36)

The Manson-Halford equation inserts the effect of mean stresses in both its elastic and

plastic terms and it tends to overestimate the mean stress effect at short lives since mean

stress reiaxation may occur at high plastic strains.

Smith, Watson and Topper (SWT) [27] have proposed another equation to

incorporate the mean stress effects into a strainlife model give as,

o,.-c"e = (o, )' (z N, )'u + o,e,e (zN, ¡o'" (2.37)

where o*"" = om +o¡ . This equation assumes that for diffelent combinations of strain

amplitude and mean shess, the product o'."*e" remains constant for a given life. This

equation predicts an infinite life when o.* is zero, and becomes undefined when o,,"* is

negative and no fatigue fracture occurs. Using Eq.(2.37), fatigue life calculations can

only be performed when a tensile load is present. Among the three equations used to

account for mean stress effects, the SWT parameter has been shown to provide better

predictions for a wider range of different materiais and thus is of more general use in

engineering design [3].

In [10-12], the Morrow, the Ma¡son-Halford, and the SWT models given by

Eqs.(2.35)-(2.37), were used to calculate the fatigue lives of unnotched, mildly notched,

and sharply notched bars under high tensile mean sfl'ess conditions. The results rvere

f = 
"" 
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compared to those obtained from correspondìng experiments. For notched specimens, the

local stress and strain histories were calculated using the cyclic stress-strain curve in

conjunction with the plane stress form of Neuber's rule given in Eq.(2.16). The computed

lives were far from the experimental fatigue lives. As mentioned in their papers, the

errors may have been caused by considering a local uniaxial state of stress and therefore

neglecting the multiaxiality at the notch root. That is, a notched circumferential ba¡ under

tensile loading is not in a state ofplane stress. Thus the local stress-strain behavior was

inaccurately determined and resulted in an inaccurate prediction of fatigue 1ìves by the

strain-based models. Another important reason for the large errors in the fatigue life

calculation was that the material fatigue properties and the cyclic stress-strain cruve used

were taken from published testing data, and the data was not strictly applicable to tlie

material used in their experimental work.

It should be noted that all the e-N models presented do not incorporate the effect

ofcyclic creep that occurs at high mean stresses. In 1996,XLa, et. al. [28] suggested an

energy-based fatigue theory to correlate properly the effect of mean stress and ratcheling

stlain. ln their model, the mean stress and ratcheting effects were taken accorurt

independently. That is, a modified energy parameter, Y. , that takes into account the

mean stress effect was used for the pure mean stress effect and is given by,

V. =ÀWP =K"NË +C (2.38)*rls-lrw"
["" J

The rate form paramete¡ Y,, is dehned to account for the rafcheting effect and is given



by,

\y. = o*-é;". = r.N[ +C,.

The total fatigue life is formd from the results of Eqs. (2.38) and (2.39) as:

(2.3e)

(2.40)

In Eqs. (2.38)-(2.40), 
^W! 

is the plastic energy per cycle, ÂW" is the elastic

energy per cycle, Ku, oú and C" are the matedal constants obtained from the fully

reversed uniaxial fatigue tests, r<., B and C. are also the material constants lelated to the

ratcheting effect, N,, is the number of cycles to failure if there is no ratcheting effect,

Nr, is the envisaged "pure ratcheting" life, and N, is the predicted fatigue life. The

stress-conholled fatigue tests.,4'ith tensile mean stresses on ASTM A-516 Gr. 70 steel

we¡e conducted in [28]. A good agreement was found between the experimental results

and predicted lives calculated by Eqs. (2.38)-(2.a0).

2.3 Conclusions of Literature Review

The stress-life (S-ìtr) method of fatigue analysis uses the nominal or applied stress

in its analysis, which is generally within the elastic range of the material. However, the

applied nominal maximum stress can be greater than the yield stress of the material under

high mean stress conditions, where the S-N methods cannot be applied efhciently.

li1
Nn Nr. Nf
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Moreover, the applied nominâl mean stress may be greater than the ultimate strength at

high mean stress and high R ratio conditions, and therefore the Modified Goodman and

Gerber methods cannot be applied.

The strainJife (e-N) method offatigue analysis takes into account the local or

notch ¡oot stresses and strains where plastic deformation may occur. The analytical

approxirnation rnethods such as Neuber's rule and the ESED method are commonly used

to determine the local stress-straìn behavior based on the assumption of local plasticity.

Since large-scale yielding occurs under high mean stress conditions, the assumption of

the local plasticity in Neuber's rule and the ESED method is violated. However, Neuber's

ruie and the ESED method, when used together, do predict a band fiom the material yield

point tlrough to general net section yielding, within which the actual strains fall. The

Hoffmann and Seeger modei may be more useful for high mean stress conditions since it

was developed to specifically take into account the large-scale plasticity. Among the

three e-N mean stress corection models, the SWT model is more commonly used in

design. However, it does not incorporate the effect ofcyclic creep, which may occur in

high mean stress applícations.

This literature search shows that very few papers exist that address the effect of

high tensile mean stresses on the fatigue life ofunnotched or notched test specimens.

Most of the resea¡ch work on high mean stresses has presented S-N data. Their papers

highlighted the general trend ofS-N data and the existence ofcyclic creep. Only several

papers presented by the same research team [10-12] have tried to evaluate the ability of

the shess-life and strain-life methods to predict the fatigue life under high mean stress

conditions. Their S-N results highlighted the methods inability to predict the fatigue life
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of specimens under high mean stresses. However, they did not evaluate existing S-N

models such as Cook [7] and Gunn [8] that well designed to handle high mean stress

applications. They furthermore did not account for notch root biaxiality. Their e-N resuits

were inconclusive due to bolh experimental and model application errors. It is necessary

that a systematic evaluation ofthe methods need to be conducted for components under

high mean stress conditions.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

As mentioned in chapter one, one of the objectives of this thesis is to analltically

and experimentally assess the ability ofthe existing fatigre life prediction models to

predict the fatigue life of components subject to high mean stress and high R ratio

loading cycles. To meet the objective, three sets of experimentâl tests were conducted in

this research. The first set was designed to determine the monotonic tension properties of

the material tested. These are necessary to apply the S-N methods. The second set, the

ful1y reversed fatigue tests, were designed to determine the fatigue properlies necessary

to apply the e-N method. The monotonic and cyclic stress-strain curwes used in notch root

stress-strain determination were obtained from the first and second testing sets

respectively. The last set was designed to examine the fatigue behavior of the test

material when subjected to a high mean stress. In this chapter, a description of the

specimens used in these tests is fust presented in Section 3.1. The laboratory equipment

used is subsequently described in section 3.2. Finally, all experimental procedwes are

described in Section 3.3.

3.1 Material Used and Specimen Design

All specimens used in this investigation were machined from 12.7 mm diameter

hot roled SAE 1045 steel. The material was either provided by the university of Iowa or

obtained from their suppliers. A chemical composition analysis of the provided material

had been conducted and coNtituent percentages were wíthh the allowable according to
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the ASM Handbook on SAE 1045 steel [29].

The steel rods as received were cut into approximately 130 mm length segments.

This length was chosen to minimize any bending during testing but provide an adequate

length for gripping and for mounting the extensometer. All specimens were then heat

treated to the same hardness, Rc 37, by Tri-City Heat Treatrnent ìn Rock Island, Illinois,

USA. To avoid distortion caused by the heat heatrnent, the specimens were held at both

ends with a gripping device during the heating process. During heat treatment, the

specimens were first recrystallized at 870'C for two hours in a controlled atrnosphere of

0.45% carbon to avoid surface decarburization. The specimens were then taken out of the

funrace and quenched in agitated o11af 46'C for 15 minutes. Finaily, the specimens were

tempered by rehe ating t}lem to 427'C and holding them at this temperatrÌre for two horüs.

The surface hardness of the test piece was checked on randomly selected specimens by

using the Versihon Roclo¡,ell Hardness Test Machine with a diamond cone indenter,

plovided by the Metallurgical Sciences Laboratory at the University of Manitoba. The

average values collected from these hardness tests showed that the hardness ofthis

materìal was Rc 37.

Three different cylindrical specimen designs were prepared for this study

including smooth monotonic tension (Fig. 3.1), smooth fatigue (Fig. 3.2), and sharply

notched (Fig. 3.3) samples. Two smooth monotonic tensile specimens were used to

obtain material monotonic properties and were designed in accordance with ASTM

Standa¡d E08 [30]. Sixteen smooth fatigue samples were prepared according to ASTM

Sta¡dard E606 [31]. These samples were used in the ful1y reversed low cycle fatigue tests

performed to obtain the material cyclic stress-strain curve and the fatigue properties.
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Twenty 60" V-shape sharply notched samples were machined with a notch root radius of

0.25 mm. This design can introduce a high elastic stress concenkation factor, typically

ranging from two to five, similar to those found in bolt threads [32].

The machining of all specimens consisted ofcenterless grinding, reduced section

machining, and polishing. The centerless grinding was conducted by Standard

Manufacturers Services Limited, Winnipeg, MB, to reduce any eccentricity in the

specimens. The ground finish diameter was 1 1.9 + 0.025 mm. It should be noted that all

specimens, except for the sharply notched samples, were centerless ground after heat

heahnent. Although the sharply notched centerless ground specimens were held ìn a

gripping device during heat treatment, several samples had to be discarded due to

distortion. All remaining sharply notched sarnples used in the study were tested and

found to exhibit negligible distortion. The reduced section machining of the smooth

samples was conducted on the CNC lathe at the University of Manitoba.

Since the surface finish of a specimen signifrcantly affects its fatigue limit, all

samples were polished to eliminate machining marks and residual stresses that may have

been introduced into the surface layers during the machining process. For the smooth

specimens, the gauge length of each specimen was circumferentially polished with three

different grades of emery paper havtrry240,600, and 1200 grit size. The surface finish of

each specimen was both visually and microscopically checked using a 5x magnifier to

ensure that no machining marks existed. Particular attention was given to any

circumferential marks perpendicular to the loading direction since their presence

signifrcantly affects the fatigue limit. After polishing, the reduced section diameter ofthe

smooth specimen was measured by a vemier caliper. Three measurements were taken on
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each specimen at different locations within the gauge section, and the diameter was

determined by taking the average value.

The polishing ofthe sharply notched specimens focused on the notch root portion

where fatigue cracks would normally initiate. To do so, these specimens were clamped

into a drill, and then the notch root was polished by applying a diamond abrasive with a

cotton yam in the circumferential direction while the driil was running. After polishing

the notch roots, the frnish was checked by using a 20x microscope, and machining marks

were not found. In order to determine the net section diameter in the plane ofthe notch in

the sharply notched specimens, a microscope caliper was used. Similar to the smooth

samples, th¡ee measurements were taken for each notched specirnen at 120. diametric

intervals and the average values were used for net section area caiculations.

3.2 Testing Equipment Description and Äpptication

The equipment used in this research consists ofa servo-hydraulic load frame, an

optical strain measurement system, point strain measurement equipment, and a data

acquisition system. An overall layout oftesting equipment used in this shrdy is illustr.ated

in Fig. 3.4. A scaruring elechon microscope (SEM) was additionally used after testing to

examine the fractwe su¡faces.

3.2.1 Instron Load Frame

All tests were performed on the Instron 8800 closed loop servo-hydraulic bi-axial

load frame (Fig. 3.5). The full capacity of the load frame is t250kN in tension and

t2 kN . m in torsion. The system essentialiy consists of an adjustable crosshead, a load
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celi, two actuators (one tensile and one rotary), two collet tlpe grips, and a FastTrack@

8800 conholler. Additionally for user interface, the system contains two manual control

panels and a FastTrack@ console computer. ln this study, only the tensìle axis was used,

while the torsion axis was kept idle.

It should be noted that the hydraulic grip system consists of four-finger collets

that are only suitable to giLp 25.4 mm diameter bars. Since the diameter of the shank

portions of all specimens used in this shrdy was 1 1.9 mq medi-fixtures were needed to

mount the small diameter samples to the hydraulic grips. For this purpose, two smaller

collets were designed to transfer the pressure from the hydraulic grips to specimen shank

and clamp them tightly.

A high hardness 25.4 mm diameter solid steel bar, cut into two 61 mm segments,

was used as the base material for the medi-collets. The 61 mm length of the medicollets

was chosen so that each collet could frrlly ñt into the upper and lower hydraulic grip of

the load frame. ln order tó provide a cavity to hold the specimen, 48 mm in depth and

11.9 mm diameter dead holes were drilled into one side of each segment. After the holes

were drilled, reduced sections (see Fig. 3.6) were machined into the opposite side ofeach

segment. Four 0.25 mm width and 50 mm length slots at 90" circu¡ferential intervals

were subsequently machined through the holes by making two perpendicular wire cuts

along the longitudinal axis. These slots were machined to provide room for the collets to

shrink when gripped and thus insue that the test specimens could be tightly clamped. It

should be noted that the slots were machined into the reduced section to a 5 mm depth.

This provided the collet fingers the capacity to shrink more freely and with less constraint

at their bottoms. A drawing and a photogaph of the small collets are illustrated in Figs.
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3.6 and 3.7 respectively. For specimen installation, each finger ofthe small collets was

aligned with those of the hydraulic gdps to insure that the clamping pressure could be

transferred eveniy to the sample shanks. This additionally acted to minimize the bending

effect that may have otherwise been introduced during clamping.

3.2.2 Deformation Measurement System

ln order to assess the ability of the strain-life approach of fatigue analysis to

predict the life of components under high mean stresses, the strains at the point ofhighest

stress concentration in the test specimens resulting ftom the applied load are required.

Due to the V-shape notch geomeûy, the traditional strain gauge measurement method

could not be used. This is primarily due to the fact that it was impossible to affrx the

smallest available strain gauge at the depth ofthe notch. However, even ifpossible, there

would be errors ín the peak strain measurements caused by using a frnite gauge length in

a steep gradient area. To overcome these conshaints, a non-contact optical deformation

measulement device was used in this shldy as shown in Fig. 3.8. This device, the

ARAMISo, can measure a strain range from 0.1% up to >100% wifh 0-02% accuracy.

This optical defomation measurement device consists of two high resolution CCD

(Charge Coupled Device) cameras, a trigger unit, a PC with two image processing cards,

and a post-processing software package. To measure 3D defo¡mations and surface strains

using the ARAMIS@, a pattem is first applied to the area of the test object where strain

measurement is required. As loads are applied, the pattern deforms with the test object.

Images of the deforming pattem are captured using two CCD cameras {Jsing image

processing, the deformation and su¡face strain fields are calculated. Descriptions ofthe



steps required in specimen preparation, image acquisition, and a general overview ofthe

image processing software are given below.

speqilqg!-Erqparauga

The surf¿ce ofthe object of measurement must exhibit a pattem in order for the

image processing software to unambiguously match the pixels of recorded images as the

specimen deforms. A pixei in a reference image can thus be matched to the

corresponding pixel in the destination images and the material displacement can be

determined. The optÍnâl pattem on the object should exhibit highly contrasted colors (i.e.

white and black) and be of a moderate size. In this studf the pattems on the specimens

were painted using flat white and black enamel. specifrcally, an even base layer of flat

white enamel was first spray painted onto the portion of the specimen under

investigation. Since the pattem deforms along with the object and it reflects the

deformation ofthe object, the ideal thiclmess ofthe base layer is normally barely enough

to cover the specimen surface. Alter drying, flat black enamel was applied over the base

layer using an airbrush to produce a random pattem of small dots. Caution was used in

spraying the background on the sharply notched specimens so as to prevent too much

enamel ftom accumulating at the notch root. A typical arbitrary pattem and the pattem

applied onto a sharply notched sample are shown in Figs. 3.9 and 3 10 respectively'

Imase Acquisition

Before taking any images using the CCD cameras, the optical deformation

measu¡ement device requires calibration. To do so, images ofa supplied calibration
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object (with a giver aûangement of white dots) in different orientations and positions are

taken by the measurement system. The image-forming parameters of the cameras are

subsequently determined by the software by computing the coordinates ofthe individual

dots in the calibration obj ect using the least squares adjustment method. The parameters

are saved into a configuration file that is later used for deformation calculation.

After calibration, in order to obtain clear images, the cameras are manually

adjusted so that the centers of left and right images of an area under investigation (taken

from the left and right camera) me located on a common point. A video window on the

computer monitor showing images ofthe desired test area is used to focus the cameras.

lmages of the measurement area can subsequently be recorded at desired time, load

levels, or other trigger modes.

Image Processing

lnitially, the image processing software defines unique correlation areas called

macro image facets across the entire imaging area. The center of each facet is analogous

to a sfain rosette. The size of these facets, defined by the distance between the centers of

adjacent facets, is chosen by the user, and is lpically 5-20 pixel square. These facets a¡e

tracked in each successive image with sub-pixei accuracy. Using photogrammetric

prircipals, the 3D coordinates of the imaging area are subsequently calculated. The

software then calculates the 3D shape ofthe area, the 3D displacements, and the surface

strain components.

3.2.3 Point Strain Measurement Equipment

A 120 O tlree-element rosefte strain gauge (VISIIAY Micro-Measurement,
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CEA-06-125tlR-120, Fig. 3.11) and an eight-channei signal conditioner (VISHAY

Micro-Measu¡ement,2120, Fig. 3.12) were used in this study. The th¡ee-element rosette

has three independent grids oriented at 0, 45, and 90 degrees. The principai strains and

their directions about a point can be calculated with the three independent measurements

from each grid. The eight-charmel strain gauge conditioner functions to conveÍ low-level

sigrals from strain gauges to hìghJevel ouþuts for recording.

An Instron 2620-601 dynamic extensometer (Fig. 3.13) with a +5 mm full-scale

range and a 12.5 mm default gauge length was used to conhol the fully reversed strain-

controlled fatigue tests. The extensometer is able to send feedback signals to the Instron

load ftame to enable dlnamic strain-controlled tests at up to 40 Hz.

3.2.4 Data Acquisition System

A PCI-D4S6402/16 anaiog and digital VO board (Measurement Computing

Corporation at Middleboro, MA, US) was used in this study for data acquisition. All the

analog test data, such as load, strain gauge and extensometer data were collected by the

data acquisition board and converted into digital data for storage. A graphical

programming application, Agilent VEE Onelab 6.1 [33], was used to acquire and store

the data during testing. Dynamic motion windows were provided by the program to

monitor the load displacement and strain values during the testing process.

3.2.5 Scanning Electron Microscope

A JEOL JSM 5900LV Scanning Electron Microscope (SEN4) was used to

investigate the ftactu¡e mechanism ofthe failed test specimens. This SEM is part of the
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this SEM ranges from xl8 to 300,000. The SEM has a conical lens and a fully automatic

vacuum system. The 18x and 1 500x magnifications were chosen for macroscopic and

microscopic examinations respectively ofthe fractu¡e surfaces of the monotonic tension

and sharply notched fatigue specimens.

3.3 Test Procedure

The experimental testing carried out in this sfudy include verification tests,

monotonic tension tests of smooth and sharply notched specimens, strain-controlled firlly

reversed cyclic fatigue tests of smooth fatigue samples, and load-controlled high mean

stress tests on shatply notched specimens. The procedure followed in conducting these

tests is detailed in the subsections below.

3.3.1 System Verification Tests

Before any tests were conducted for the purpose of this research using the

equipment described in Section 3.2, two verification tests were necessary. The first was

desìgned to test the alignment ofthe systen¡ and the second was designed to provide

personal confidence in the strain f,reld results obtained using the ARAMISo.

Alignment Tests

Bending stresses that inadvertentþ occur due to misalignment between the point

ofload application and the specimen axes during tensile loading can significantly affect

any test results. For ideal alignment, the top and bottom grip centerlines should be
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precisely in line with one another, other components of the loading train, and the

centerline of the slmmetric test specimen.

It was suspected ihat any misalignment that may have occurred during the tests

would be caused solely by the adaptive collets. That is, all specimens were centerless

ground and checked for any eccenficities in their longitudinal axis, and the load frame

had been recently purchased and rated for alignment. Nonetheless, two alignment tests

were caried out. The first test was designed to test the alignment of the load fiame

components, and the second to test whether alignment was cornpromised when the

adaptive collets were used. Both alignment tests were conducted in accordance with

ASTM Standard 81012 [341.

To test the alignment of the upper and lower grips of the load frame, a 230 mm in

length bar, centerless grorlnd to a 25.4 mm diameter, was prepared. Afler installing the

alignment specimen into the sewohydraulic co11et grips on the load frame, the load frame

was set to zero load. The ftrstron 2620-601 ex.tensometer was then mounted on the

specimen and the load was increased to a rated force. The force was calculated to insure

that it would cause only elastic defonnations within the bar, and thus the elastic bending

relations given in [34] could be applied. While holding the load constant, the

extensometer was moved circumferentially to the opposite side ofthe bar, and the load

was then removed. The extensometer was then rotated 90'from its posítion and the rated

load was re-applied to the bar. Finaily, the extensometer was again rotated

circumferentially to the opposite side of the bar, and the bar was unloaded. During the

test, the shain readings were rccorded by the data acquisition board. A sma1l Aglient

VEE One program was written for the purpose. From the recorded strains, the maxinium
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bending strain was calculated according to the ASTM Standard 81012. The maximum

bending strain was found to be much less than 5 % of the minimum axial strain.

According to ASTM Standa¡d E606, this indicated that the testing system was aligned-

To test the alignment of the adaptive collets a 127 mm in length bar, centerless

ground to a 1 1.9 mm diameter, was prepared. This specimen was then installed into the

ad¡ptive collets that were positioned in the upper and lower grips of the ioad frame. The

same procedure as detailed above was followed in this adaptive collet alignment test.

Since the maximum bending strain within the ba¡ was calculated to be much less than the

5 o/o axial strain, it was concluded that the adaptive collets designed and machined for this

research did not infroduce any misaiignmelt into the test set up.

ARAMIS@ Confidence Tests

Although the developers of the ARAMIS@ have well-documented [35] the

validation oftheìr equipment, confidence in our ability to use the equipment to obtain

accurate strair results was evaluated. This confidence was obtained by conducting a

tensile test on a bar while measuring the strains using the ARAMISo and for compaüson

the more conventionally accepted strain gauge measurement fechnique.

The 25.4 mm tensile sample was machined accordirg to ASTM Standard E08

[30]. After machining, a 120 O, three-elernent rosette, as described in Section 3.2.3, was

mounted on the uniform gauge section ofthe sample. The diametrically opposite side of

the bar from where the gauge was moütted r¡/as prepared for optical measurement, as

described in Sectton3.2.2. After connecting the gauge to the described signal conditioner,

and cleating a program for the data acquisition in Aglient \lEE One, the sarnple was
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and the optical deformation measurement device were plotted together in Fig. 3.14. As

can be seen, the two sfess-strain cuwes are nearly identical up to 0.02 mm/mm strain

value, where the strain gauge fel1 off due to large plastic deformation. This simple test

verified our confidence in our ability to use the ARAMIS@ and further highlighted its

ability to easily measure strains at large plastic deformations.

3.3.2 Monotonic Tension Tests

Since the material monotonic propelties are necessary for fatigue analysis, two

smooth (Fig. 3. 1) and two sharply notched (Fig. 3.3) samples were used in the monotonic

tension tests. The equipment used to perfonn these tests i¡cluded the Instron load frame,

the ARAMIS@, and the lnstron extensometer described in Sections 3.2.1,3.2.2, and,3.2.3,

respectively.

Before performing each test, the gauge sections of the smooth samples and the

notch porlions of the sharply notched specimens were prepared with spray pattems for

optical measurement as described in Section 3.2.2. The Instron extensometer was

calibrated to insu¡e that it would provide an accurate feedback signal to the load frame

conlrol computer. The automatic calibration was enabled by the load ftame control unit.

The calibration of the optical deformation measurement device was also performed using

the smallest 10x8 mm calibration block following the procedure as described in Section

3.2.2.The smaliest calibration block was chosen since it would provide the highest

resolution of the captured images and thus the best accuracy in the measured. st¡ain

values-
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Aftel sample preparation and equipment calibration, each sample was clamped

into the upper grip ofthe load ftame and the optical measurement device was adjusted.

The two cameras of the measurement device were manually adjusted to the right working

position for each sample, where the centers ofleft and right images of,the area under

investigation could be located on a common point as mentioned earlier in Section 3.2.2.

In orde¡ to veriô/ that the captured images of the investigated area would be processed for

strain calculations, two sets of images were taken. As shown in Fig. 3.15, the green area

at the notch pofion of a sharply notch specimen indicates the acceptable facets

recognized by the optical rneasurement device. Thus these facets could be used for strain

calculations. It should be noted that it was very difficult to obtain the acceptable facets

for the sharply notched samples due to the notch depth. Since the strains are determined

by the optical measurement device through tracking the deformation of the recognized

facets in spite ofthe applied extemal loads, small strains caused by envfuonmental noises

were found by processing the fust two set images. These strains were ¡ecorded and used

later to offset the noise effects in the actual tests.

When al1 above preparations were finished, the free end of the testing sample was

clamped into the lower grip of the load frame. The setup ofthe sharply notched specimen

for a monotonic tension test is shown in Fig 3.16. All monotonic tension tests were

performed in a load control mode at a Ìate of0.25kN/sec in laboratory air at room

temperature. The successive images ofthe area under investigation were taken by the two

CCD cameras during loading in 0.5kN increments. This was enabled by a data cable

between the load frame controller and the ARAMIS@. As a result, the smooth stress,

strain cuwes could be generated using the results from the optical measurement device.



The I[stron extensometer was used for the second monotonic tension test of the smooth

specimen for Íû1her verification ofthe optical deformation measurement device. The

small Aglient VEE One program described il Section 3.3.1 was used to record the

.applied load and extensometer displacernent data.

3.3.3 Fully Reversed Fatigue Tests

Since the materíal cyclic stress-strain curve and fatigue propefiies are necessary to

apply the strainlife method of fatigue analysis, the smooth specimens shown in Fig. 3.2

were subjected to fully reversed (R: -1) fatigue tests. The equipment used to perfonn

these tests inciuded the kstron load frame and the Lrstron extensometer described in

Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3 respectively.

Before conducting each test, tlìe extensometer was calibrated and mounted on the

specimen being tested. The extensometer r¡/as calibrated using the automatic calibration

fi.¡nction mentioned in Section 3.3.2. After installing the specimen into the adaptive

collets and the upper grip of the load frame, the extensometer was mounted onto the

gauge section of the specimen using rubber bands and was balanced to zero. The lower

grip of the load frame was subsequently clamped, introducing a small load that ¡esulted

in a small displacement of the extensometer. The load frame was then set to zero, and the

displacement reading was noted. That is, proper contact between the extensometer knife

edges and the specimen was assumed if this displacement reading was zero. The

installation of the specimen and the extensometer was further verifred by applying small

loads to specimen and calculating the elastic modulus using the load and dispiacement

data. This elastic modulus test, conducted automatically by the LCF control software,
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was generally repeated two or three times to ensure a consistent elastic nodulus, and

therefore provide fufher conlidence in the extensometer installation.

In general there are three experimental techniques used to determine the material

cyclic fatigue properties. These are detailed in [36] and include the companion specimen

method, and the multiple and incremental step methods. In this study, the companion

specimen method was used. The companion test method consists of cycling identical test

samples at different total strain amplitudes until failure, and recording the resulting

hysteresis loops and number ofcycles to failure for each sample. This data enables both

the material cyclic shess-strain and strainlife curves to be generated.

This procedure followed in conducting the tests is detailed in ASTM Standard

E606. To obtain a representative cyclic shess-strain curve, the total strain amplitudes

applied ranged from 0.3% to 1 %. With feed back from the extensometer to insure a

constant strain amplitude, a triangular axiai load waveform was applied to the specimen

at a constant frequency of 0.2 Hz. This procedure was followed for all specimens except

for the test specimen subjected to the 0.3 % strain amplitude. Since the small strain

amplitude did not result in plastic deformation, the test was expedited by nurning the load

frame in load control at a frequency of 5 Hz. ln all tests, failu¡e was assumed to have

occuned when the maximum tensile ioad level dropped by 50 0/o. The rnaximum tensile

load was taken as the peak load recorded during the tenth cycle ofthe test. The tentlì

cycle was chosen since it was found that the material generally becomes cyclically stable

subsequent to this cycle. The load, displacement, and number ofcycles to failure we¡e

automatically stored in the ioad frames associated control computer.
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3.3.4 High Mean Stress Fatigue Tests

As mentioned in Chapter One, the objective ofthis thesis is to study the high

tensile mean stress effects on fatigr-re behavior. To achieve this tâslq stress control fatigue

tests were performed on the sixteen shàrply notched SAE 1045 steei specimens shown in

Fig. 3.3. The equipment used to perform these tests included the lnstron load frame and

the optical deformation measu¡ement device as described in Sections 3.2.1 and3.2.2

respectively. On all sharply notched specimens pattems were applied to the notch portion

(Fig. 3.1 0) for the ARAMISo measurements. Following the same procedure as described

in Section 3.3.2, the positions ofthe two cameras were adjusted for each sample and the

sma11 strains caused by envfuonmental noise were calculated and recorded.

All tests were conducted in load conlrol and the load ievels were adjusted in all

tests to insu¡e stress ratios of R:0.7 and R=0.8 were maintained. The ultimate strength

for the sharply notched specimen is much higher than that of the smooth specimen due to

the notch hardening effect, which allowed the meari stresses used in some tests to exceed

the un-notched ultimate sûength. The first test for both R ratios was performed with a net

section nominal maximum stress eqtal to 95%o of the notch ultimate strength, S_ . The

maximum stresses for subsequent tests were decreased by 5-10% of S- . The net section

nominal minimum stress was calcuiated by multiplying the maximum stress by the

conesponding R ratio. The maximurn and minimum loads used to control the tests were

then determined by multþlying the stress values wíth the net section area of the test

specimen. The mean stress was then caiculated using Eq. (1.1) for each test. The mean

stress applied to each sample is given in Tables 3.I and3.2 for R ratios R:0.8 and R:0.7

respectively. All high mean stress tests were preformed using a sinusoid axial waveform
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at room temperature. The frequencies used in these tests ranged from 0.2-5Hz-

One of the objectives of high mean stress tests was to investigate the material

behavior at notch tip under high mean stress conditions. To achieve this, the hysteresis

loops of the net section nominal stresses versus the notch tip strain curves were obtained

using the optical measurement device. Two out of sixteen sharply notched specimens

were used to obtain the hysteresis loops. The optical measurement system can take three

irnages at the standard image capture mode in which the applied loads can be recorded.

As a result, a 0.2 Hz frequency was used to perform the two tests and thus 1 5 images of

the notch portion were taken for each fatigue cycle. The 15 images were processed by

referring to the undefomed notch portion images that were taken before clamping the

lowe¡ end ofthe test specimen and subsequently the shains at the notch root were

calculated.

Another objective of the high mean stress tests was to investigate the cyclic

creep/ratcheting behavior ofthe material under high mean stress conditions, To do so, the

maximum notch root strains ofeach fatigue cycle needed to be recorded.. In other words,

the optical deformation measurement device was required to take images when fhe

maximum strains occurred at each fatigue cycle during the testing process. The optical

measurement system was thus changed into the extemal trigger mode in which the two

cameras take images and save them into the computer memory only when an input analog

signal reaches the trigger level. since the maxinrum strain occurred. at the maximum load

at each ioading cycle, the notch portion images could be recorded at the maximum loads

to obtain the naximum notch root strains. The load outputs in the analog volrage mode

were sent via a coaxial cable from the Instron load frame controller to the trìgger unit of
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the optical deformation measurement device. For each test, the trigger level was carefully

set to the maximurn load value to insure the cameras could be triggered and thus images

taken at the maximum load. Due to the limitation of the computer rnemory capacity, the

notch pofion iinages were taken at every i00-400 cycles instead of being taken images at

each cycle. A vEE onelab program r¡/as complied to monitor the ach¡al load values at

which the images were taken. This program ftnctioned to record the load values only

when it was triggered by the camera slmchronous TTL signal that was sent out when the

images were taken.

3.3.5 Fractographic Investigation

In order to investigate the morphology of trre monotonic tension and the cyclic

fatigue fracture surfaces and to compare similarities and differences between the two,

macroscopic and microscopic investigatioüs were performed on representative samples.

These investigations were carried out using the scanning electron microscope discussed

in Section 3.2.5.

The selected samples were cut into approximate r-2 cm rengths using hand saw.

The length was chosen to insu¡e that the samples would fit into the vacuum chamber of

the SEM one side of the cut piece was the fractu'e surface. Afterwards, pressure air was

applied to the fractu'e su¡faces in order to blow off any dust and metal chippings that

may have developed during the sawing process. The ¡educed 1ength test specimens were

then placed onto an aluminum SEM tray and put into the vacuum chamber. The

macroscopic and microscopic examinations were carried. out using a lgx and 1500x

magninication respectively. All sEM observations were done with the electron beam



pelpendicular to the sample fracture su¡face.



R ratio R:0.8

No. #11 #06 #02 #03 #09 #12 #74 #16 #0s

S," (MPa) 1868 1868 1770 t672 1513 7475 t278 t082 885

Table 3.1 Mean Skesses for Specimens at R:0.8

Table3.2 Mean Stresses for Specimens at R:0.7

R ratio R:0.7

No. #17 #07 #08 #15 #04 #13 #10

S". (MPa) 1764 t672 1486 1300 1.tt4 929 '743
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Figure 3.1 Smooth Monotonic Tension Test Specimens
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Figure 3.2 Smooth Fatigue Test Specimens
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Figure 3.3 Sharply Notched Specimens



Equipment:
(a) Load Frame
(b) Load Frame Controller
(c) CCD Cameras
(d) THE OPTTCAL

DEFORMATION
MEASLR,EMENT
DEVICE Computer with
Trigger Unit

(e) Data acquisition system
(f) Signal Conditione¡
(g) Extensometer
(h) Strain Gauge

Figure 3.4 Layout of Equipment



Figure 3.5 Inshon 8800 Bi-Axial Load Frame
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Figure 3.6 Adaptive Collets

Figure 3.7 Photograph of an Adaptive Collet



Fígwe 3.8 Optical Deformation Measurement System



Figure 3.9 Typical Arbitrary Pattem

Figure 3.10 Typical Pattems Applied to a Sharply Notched Specimer.r
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Figure 3.11 Tluee-Element Rosette Strain Gauge

Figure 3.12 Signal Conditioner
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Figure 3.13 Inshon Extensometer
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Figure 3.14 Verification of the Optícal Deformation Measurement System



Figure 3. i 5 Facets Recognized by the ARAMISo



Figure 3.16 The Experimental Setup for a Sharply Notched Fatigue Specimen
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TEST RESULTS

. This chapter presents the results obtained from the experimental program detailed

in Chapter Three. Specificaþ, the monotonic and cyclic material properlies are presented

in Sections 4 .7 and 4 .2 respectively. The results of the high mean stress tests are

subsequently presented in Section 4.3. Finally, in Section 4.4, an analysis ofthe fracture

surfaces of the high mean shess test specimens is given.

4,1 Monotonic Tension Test Results

The monotonic material properties are fiurdamental for the fatigue analysis of

components. The required properties for such an analysis consist of the elastic modulus,

E, the yielding stress, Sy, the ultimate stress, S", and the general shape of the plastic

portion of the curve. It should be noted that even if a smooth and a notched specimen are

made of the same material, their material curves may exhibit different characteristics due

to the notch strengthening effect. Specifically, when the notch root material reaches its

yield point, it attempts to plastically deform. However, its deformation is constrained by

the lower stressed bulk material away from the notch root. In response to this conshaint,

off-axis stresses are generated at the notch root, and the axial stress must be raised to

initiate plastic deformation. Consequentþ the yield stress and plastic portions of the

material cr¡rves are expected to be different for the notched and smooth specimens.

This section details the results of the monotonic tension tests described in Section

3.3.2. Specifically, the experimental smooth and notched specimen materiai curves and



properties for the Rc 37 SAE 1045 steel are presented ir Sections 4.1 .L and4.1.2

respectively.

4.1.1 Smooth Specimen Material Properties

Two tension tests were conducted on identical specimens to dete¡mine the

monotonic properties ofSAE 1045 steel',¡¡ith hardness Rc 37. The shess-strain cur:ve

obtained from one test specimen using the optical measurement was plotted together with

the one obtained from the other test specimen using the extensometer in Fig. 4.1.

As can be seen in Fig. 4. 1, only partial material curves were obtained using the

extensometer since it was taken off after the yield point to avoid possible damage, while

curves up to sample failure were obtained by the optical deformation measurement

device. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the optical deformation measurement device and the

extensoületer yielded identical results. It also can be observed that the material has a very

flat stress-shain curve after yielding. This indicates that a small ìncrease in load after the

yield point results in a large increase in plastic shain.

ln this study, the monotonic stress-shaìn behavior was represented by the

Ramberg-Osgood relationship (Eq. (Z.tA)). To determine the parameters K and n in Eq.

(2.18), the stress was plotted against plastic strain in logJog coordinates between the

yield and the ultimate strength. The plot from one monotonic tension test is shown in Fig.

4.2.'fhe straín-hardening exponent is the slope ofthe linear fit line, and the strength

coefflcient is taken as the stress coordinate at a plastic strain of unity (eo = i ). Their

values were found to be K=1342 MPa and n:0.0269.The stess-sÍain curves found ftom

the experiment and from the resulting Ramberg-Osgood relationship are plotted in Fig.



4.3.

The elastic modulus and the yield strength of the material were determined by

taking the average values ofthose obtained ftom each ofthe tension tests. The ultimate

strength was calculated using the maximum load dividing by the original cross-sectional

area. The average monotonic properties ofthe hardened SAE 1045 steel found from the

two tension tests are given ìn Table 4.1. It should be noted that the ultimate strength, the

slrength coefficient, and the strain hardening exponent were obtained from one tension

test due to an error ofthe optical measurement system in recording the test data during

the other tension test.

4.1.2 Notched Specimen Results

The results ofthe monotonic tension tests of the sharply notched specimens

described in Section 3.3.2 are plotted in Fig. 4.4.The figure shows two curves that

represent the results of the tests conducted on the two identical samples shown in Fig.

3.3. Since the cuwes nFig. 4.4 are continuously rising, the notched specimen ultimate

strength, S,, , was taken as the maximum stress value. The notch strengthening ratio

(NSR) for the sharply notched specimen was calculated by averaging S* values found

ftom each test and dividing the result by the smooth specimen ultimate shength,

S, =I222MPa . This value was calculated to be NSR=I.8. This high value for the NSR

indicates the severity ofthe notch root constraint in the sharply notched specimens.

4.2 Fully Reversed Fatigue Test Results

ln this section, the test results ofthe fully reversed strain-controlled tests



described in Section 3.3.3 are presented. From the experimental data, the cyclic stress-

strain curve and strain-Iife fatigue properties ofthe SA-E 1045 steel with hardness Rc 37

were detemined.

4.2.1 Cyclic Stress-Strain Curve

The stabilized hysteresis loops, each conesponding to the half-life of a smooth

sample tested, are plotted in Fig. 4.5. The tþs ofthese loops have been connected in the

figure and the resulting line represents the cyclic stess-strain curve of the SAE i045 steel

with hardness Rc 37. It was found that the modulus for unloading following a peak

tensile stress is smaller than the modulus for loading following a peak compression for all

tests. Thus the hysteresis loops were not perfectly sy'rnmetrical about the origin. At the

halflife stabilized hysteresis loops, differences of i-3 % between the maximum tensiie

and compressive stresses and l-2 o/obefween tJl,e maximum tensile and compressive

strains were found. These differences between the maximum tensile and compressive

stresses and strains were assumed negligibie. It should be noted that an attempt was made

to test specimens at strain amplitudes above 1 0/o. However, the tests resulted in the

specimens buckling.

ln general, as discussed in Chapter Two, the determinafion of the notch root strain

and stress history using any simplif,red analytical model necessitates the use of a cyclic

constitutive law. The material law is normally determined experimentall¡ and the

experimental data is generaliy fit to a power law for use in calculations. This power law

function is given by a Ramberg-Osgood t¡pe relation in the form of,
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(4.1)

Similar to the procedure followed in Section 4.I . i for determining the constants

of the monotonic material curve, these cyclic constants are formd by plotting the plastic

shain amplihrde, Aen /2 , versus the conesponding stress amplitude, Ào/2 on a logJog

scale shown in Fig. 4.6. The cyclic strain hardening exponent is taken as the slope ofthe

plot, while the stress coordinate at a skain amplitude ofunity corresponds to the cyclic

strength coefficient. From the plot K'and n' were calculated to be 1773 MPa and 0.134

respectively.

Figtre 4.7 shows the experimentally determined power law functions representing

the monotonic and cyclic stress-strain curves of the material, and additionally the cyclic

curve that was used in the previous high mean stress research [10-12] for the same

material tested. The relative position ofthe monotonic and cyclic shess-strain cu¡ves

indicates that the material cyclically softens. The cyclic yield strength was determined to

be S, = 771¡4pu . This value was determined by the offset method provided in ASTM

Standard E08 [30] that advocates fhe 0.2%o offset method. Comparing this value to the

monotonic yield strength of S, = 1147MPa, suggests a 330lo reduction in skength when

the material is cyclically ioaded. It can further be seen ûom Fig. 4.7 that the material

properties that were used (not experirnentally determined) in the previous high mean

stress research [10-12] may have contributed to the elroneous life results that they

obtained. It should be emphasized that the material used in this research was obtaìned

ftom the same batch as wed by the previous researchers.

. , t/nAe Ao f Âoì'
2 2E'\2K' )



4.2.2 Sîain-Life Fatigue Properties

As indicated in the previous section, each ofthe cornpanion test specimen

stabilized hysteresis loops was plotted at the approximate half life when subjected to a

stlain-controlled fully reversed cyclic load. Table 4.2 shows the total strain amplitude

applied and the number ofreversals it took to actually fail each test specimen. The table

also shows the stress amplitude and the corresponding plastic strain amplitude obtained

from the half-life hysteresis ioops of each specimen. It should be noted that the data

shown in Table 4.2 was directly obtained fiom the LCF sòftware records.

In order to deterrnine the fatigue strength coefficient, o' and the fatigue strength

exponent, b , the stress amplitude, Áo/2, was plotted against reversals to failure, 2N' in

logJog coordinates shown in Fig. 4.8. The fatigue strength exponent is taken as the slope

of the plot, while the stress coordinate at a reversal of unity corresponds to the fatigue

strength coefficient. Similarly, the plastic strain amplitude, Âeo/2, was plotted against

reversals to failure using a logJog scale shown in Fig 4.9. The fatigue ductility exponent

is taken as the slope of the plot, while the strain coordinate at a reversai of unity

corresponds to the fatigue ductility coefficient. The values of the fatigue and cyclic

parameters for SAE i045 steel with hardoess Rc 37 are summarized in Table 4.3.

Refering to Eq. (n\, the strainlife cu¡ves of SAE 1045 steel with hardness Rc

37, including total, elastic and plastic straìn components, are plotted using the fatigue

parameters in Table 4.3 on a logJog scale shown in Fig. 4.10. The experimental data

were superimposed on these cuves in Fig 4.10. As shown in Fig. 4.10, the elastic and

plastic strain-life curves intersect at a point where the elastic and plastic strain amplitudes

are equal. The life at this point is called the kansìtion fatigue life, 2N, . The equation for



hansition fatig-re life can be derived by combining Eqs (2.32) and (2.34), resulting in,

(4.2)

The transition fatigue life, 2N,, is 1415 reversals for this material and occurs at a

total strain amplitude of 0.0083 mm/mm. It can be obsewed that the deformation is

mainly plastic when the fatigue life is less than the transition fatigue life, whereas, elastic

deformation is dominant when the fatigue life is greater than 2N, .

4.3 High Mean Stress Fatigue Test Results

ln this section, the results from the high mean sfress tests detailed in Section 3.3.4

are presented. The S-N curves are given in Section4.3.l. The material cyclic

creep/ratcheting behavior at the notch root and the hysteresis loops are presented in

Sectìon 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Stress-BasedResults

The fatigue test results of the high mean stress tests for sharply notched

specimens at R ratios of R=0.7 and R=0.8, are listed in Table 4.4. úr this table, the R

ratios, the percentage ofthe notched uitimate shength used to calculate the maximum

stress, the maximum stress, the mean stress, the ratios of mean stress to the ultimate

shength ofnotched and un-notched specimens, and the experimental fatigue lives are

presented. The fatigue iives of the sharply notched samples ranged fÍom 103 - 10s cycles,

which were within the life regime where the fatigue properties were determined by the

z , r l/{ù-cl

2N, =f ÌE 
I

\6¡,/
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fully reversed fatigue tests described in section 3.3.3. since the notch strengthening ratio

is greater than unity, most ofthe mean st¡esses appried to the sharpry notched specimens

were greater than the yield sh'ength and the r.m-notched ultimate shength of the materiar.

The mean stresses applied in the tests were in the range of 0.725, < S- < 1.53S" and

0.415," <S_ <0.855_ for R:0.8, 0.615" <S- <1.44S"and 0.345, <S. <0.815, for

R:0.7.

The stress amplitude is protted against cycles to failure and trre rnaximum stress is

plotted against cycles to failure for both R ratios in Figs. 4.1 1 and 4.12 respectively. Both

plots show best fit cu¡ves obtained by fitting the experimental data to a power ñmction in

the form ofBasquin's equation (Eq. (2.I)) using linear regression analysis. As shown in

Figs.4.11and4.12,thes,-Nands,**-Ncurvesforbothstressmtioshavesimilarsteep

slopes. The S"-N curves show that the specimens subjected to the stress ratio of R=0.7

have a better fatigue resistance. However, the S*u*_N curves show that specimens

subjected to the stress ratio of R:O.g have longer lives for a given S,**.

4.3.2 Strain-BasedResults

A plot ofthe nominal stress versus notch root strain for specimen #6 (R=0.g,

s.u*=2076 MPa) is shown in Fig. 4.13. since all roading paths guaranteed small road

amplíhrdes about a high tensiie mean stress, it was expected that the material at the notch

root wouid experience elastic-prastic deformation upon initiar load application, folrowed

by repetitive elastic deformations d'ring cycric loading at high R ratios. The hysteresis

loops as shown in Fig. 4.13 are straight lines, which indicates that elastic deformations in

the loading and unloading cycles.
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As mentioned earlier in Chapter One, cyclic creep/ratcheting may occur if a hìgh

enough level mean stress is involved in the loading history. Ifso, the average strains ìn

each hysteresis loops increase with the applied cycles. The mean strain shift may

decrease its rate and stop, it may establish an approximate constant rate, or it may

accelerate and lead to a failure somewhat similar to the failure mode in a tension test

[37]. The notch root maximum strains versus the number of applied cycles are shown in

Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 for representative samples that were subjected to R:0.7 and R:0.8

respectively. Since the notch strain values were obtained by the optical deformation

measurement device, the pseudo strains were still calculated even though fatigue cracks

had existed at the notch root. To avoid the pseudo strains, the pattem images were

checked for fatigue cracks. The images with obvious cracks were discarded and not used

for the shain caiculations. The remaining lives afte¡ cracks existed at the notch root v/ere

found to be 20-30%n of the total lives. It can be observed that the notch root strains

increase with applied cycles, which may indicate cyclic creep/ratcheting. It can be seen in

Fig. 4.14 and 4.15 that the curves ofthe higher mean stress, shorter life specimens (#8

and #3) at both R ratios have steeper slopes compared to the lower mean stress, longer

Iife samples (#a and #5). This indicates that the ¡ate of strain increase decreased with the

applied mean stress levels. It should also be noted that for the lower mean stress, longer

life samples at both R ratios, the maximurn strains are approximately constant up to about

half of the fatigue life. A-fter the half life, the ma,rimum strains increased with the applied

cycles until a macrocrack initialized. It is assumed that no cyclic creep/ratcheting

occurred for the samples that exhibited an approximately constant strain value up to

about half of the fatigue life. The shain increase after half life may have been caused by
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the visually undetected microcrack at the notch root instead ofthe cyclic creep/ratcheting

effect.

4.4 Results of Frâctogrâphic Examinations

The results ofthe fractographic examinations described in Section 3.3.5 are

detailed in this Section.

4.4.1 Macroscopic Examinations

The uniaxial stress-strain crÌrve in Fig. 4.i indicates that the material used, SAE

1045 steel with hardness Rc 37, is ductile. This indicates that a large amorurt plastic

deformation occurred preceding final failure. The fracture surface of a ductile tension

specimen generally has a cup-and-cone appearance. This cup-and-cone appearance is due

to stress state shifting from uniaxial to triaxial in the necking section after the ultimate

tensile strength is surpassed. The resulting highest shear stress in the necked section

occurs at the center ofthe cross-section and causes microvoids nucleation, growth, and

coalescence, or center cracks [38]. The cracks spread outward towards the surface of the

necked-down area if the monotonic load continuously increases. Before the ftacture

reaches the surface ofthe specimen, the fracture suddenly changes direction from the

generally transverse to the maximum shear st¡ess direction (45'from the surface). It is the

slant fÌacture, temred as "shear lip", that forms the cup-and-cone shape characteristic of

ductile metal tensile fiactures [39].

Unlike the fracture surfaces of the smooth specimens, the sharply notched

samples did rot exhibit a cup-and-cone fractwe surface. Due to the large magnihrde of
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triaxial stresses located near the notch root, the crack was initiated at notch toot and

progressed towards the interior, resulting in the final fracture being located in the center

of the cross section as shown in Fig. 4.16.

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the fracture surfaces ofthe short-life (<10'cycles)

notched fatigue samples at both R ratios. It can be seen fiom these figures that fracture

surfaces of the notched high mean stress specimens under both R ratios are very similar

in appearance to those of the monotonic failures. This result was also reported in [10-12].

Large splits of approximately 3mm in length can be obseffed at the center ofthese

fractr¡re surfaces in the hot-rolling direction, which are caused by triaxial stresses.

Adjacent to the splits (position A¡, knap like features (position B), approximately 1-2 mm

in height, exist on the fracture surfaces ofthe monotonic and shortlife sarnples. One side

ofthese extrusive feature is perpendicular to the fractwe surface (arrow 1), while the

other side has approximately a 45" slope (anow 2). The extrusive features are the final

fracture regions caused by the shear stresses. In the flat fracture region, many small sized

splits exist.

Signifrcant differences can be seen between the fracture su¡faces ofthe shorllife

and longJife fatigue salnples shown in Figs. 4.17-4.20. Specifically, the extrusive

feahrres around the central regions ofthe monotonic tension (Fig. 4.16) and shor-t-life

fatigue fractures (Figs. 4.17-1.18) declined with the increase of fatigue lives (Figs. 4.19,

4.20) for both R rafios. It can be seen ìn Figs. 4.1,9 ønd 4.20, two different regions are

present on the fracture surfaces of the long-iife specimens, a crack growth region and a

final ftacture region. The fatigue crack growth region is located at the rim portion of the

fracturesurfaceasindicatedbyanowsinFigs.4.lg-4.20-Thefatiguecracksinitiatedat



the rim portion and developed towards the central region. The final fracture region is at

the central portion, which is caused by a sudden ftacture ofthe specimen following crack

growth. Comparing the two regions, the final fiacture region is more fibrous than the

outer region. Small size splits are also observed in the cenhal region. It can be seen in

Figs. 4.19 arñ 4.20 thallhe fatigue crack growth regions are s),rnmetric about the center

ofthe cross section. That is, the cracks propagated eveniy from the circumferential notch

root to the center. This indicates that the test apparatus was in good alignment duing

cyclic loading and bending stresses were not present.

4.4.2 Microscopic Examinations

The notched monotonìc and cyclic specimens were examined microscopically to

obtain more information about their fracture morphology. All microscopic observations

were done at 1500x magrrification. Two kinds of fracture modes were observed ftom

these frach:res surfaces, dimple rupture and fatigre. The dimple rupture is principally

caused by overload where most common structural alloys fail by a process known as

microvoid coalescence. The microvoids nucleate at the locations oflocalized straín

díscontinuity such as inclusions, grain boundaries, and dislocation pile-ups. As the strain

iu the material increases, the microvoids grow, coalesce, and eventually form a

continuous fracture surface. This tlpe of fracture exhibits numerous cuplike depressions

that are caused by microvoid coalescence. The cuplike depressions are referred to as

dimples, and the fractüe mode is known as dimpie rupture [38]. Unlike the dimple

rupture forming process, the fatigue frachre is the result ofrepetitive or cyclic loading. A

fatigue ftacture generally occurs in three stages: initiation, propagation, and fìnal rupture
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[39]. The fatigue crack is initiated by repetitive shear stresses and all parailel to the shear

stress direction. As the repetitive loading continues, the direction of tiny crack formed in

the first stage changes to be perpendicular to the tensile stress direction in the propagation

stage. As a result, fatigue striations, very tiny and closely spaced ridges, are formed. As

ihe propagation ofthe fatigue crack continues, the area of the cross section is graduaily

reducing until final fiacture occurs.

Figxes 4.21-4.23 show the SEM views of the rirn regions close to the notchiip

for the monotonic, short-life, and long-life specimens, respectively. For the monotonic

specimen (Fig. 4.21), dimple ruphre mode, dominated by dimples and microvoids, can

be observed. A large sized void caused by the maximum shear stress, also exists on the

monotonic notched specimen. Comparing the rim regions of the monotonic sample (Fig-

4.21) to that of the shoÍ life (Frg. a.22) sample, similar features such as dimples and

microvoids can be observed. However, a very different fracture morphology can be seen

at the rim regions ofthe long-life sample (Fig. 4.23) where fatigue striations dominate.

Frgtres 4.24-4.26 show the representative central final fracture surfaces of the

monotonic and the fatigue specimens for both short and long-life at R=0.7 and 0.8. As

seen in these figures, all fracture su¡faces are dominated by the ductile dimples, which

indicates that the final fracture mechanism for all monotonic and fatigue specimens is

dimple rupture fracture. Some large and small sulfide inclusions can be seen in the final

fracture regions, which serve as microvoid-nucleating sites.

4.1.1 Sumrnary

6sç61ding to the appearances ofthe ftacture surfaces, the fatigue specimens can



be classihed as shortJife or long-life. The fracture swfaces of the short-life specimens

were similar in appearance to the monotonic tension fracture, where dimple rupture

dominated the whole fracture area. Large splits existed at the central region of fiacture

surfaces of the monotonic and the shoft life specimens. Fatigue striations were observed

on the fiactu¡e surfaces ofthe longlife specimens around the rim ofthe cross section.

The fatigue crack propagated towards the center along the notch circurnference. The

appearances ofthe central regions, or the final fracture, were similar for the monotonic,

shortJife, and long-life specimens and were dominated by the dimple ruptures. Since

fatigue striations did not exist on the fracture surfaces of the short life samples and the

crack propagation lives of the long life samples were sma1l, the strain-life method of

fatigue analysìs, a crack initiation method seems to be the rnost appropriate method to

use for the fatigue life prediction of the samples.



Monotonic Property SAE 1045 Steel

Hardness (Rc) 37

Elastic Modulus, E (GPa) 20'7

Yield Stress, S" (MPa) 1t47

llltimate Stress, S" (MPa) + 1222

True Fracture Strain, e'" 0.578

Strength Coefficient, K (MPa) * 1342

Strain Hardening Exponent, n * 0.0269

Nofe' * R esnlt fiom one fensile test

Table 4.1 Monotonic Properties of Hardened SAE 1045 Steel

Total Strain
Amplitude, Ae/2

lmm/mml

Stress Amplitude,
Âs/2 (MPa)

Plastic Strain
Amplitude, Áeo/2

lmm/mmì

Reversals to

Failure, 2N,

0.0100 915 0.00584 5r4
0.0087 855 0.00449 1.504

0.0070 802 0.00299 2,788
0.0061 't6l o.tto241 5.000
0.0049 753 0.00126 8.530

0.0048 723 0.00135 8.344
0.0044 704 0.00102 25.240
0.0039 744 0.00026 34.882
0.0030 621 0.00000 t62,664

'lable 4.2 Fully Reversed Fatigue Test Results



Material

Parameters
SAE 1045 Steel (Rc 37)

Fatigue Strength Coefficient, o, (MPa) 1421

Fatigue Strength Exponent, b -0.0713

Fatigue Ductility Coefficient, e, 0.4083

Fatigue Ductility Exponent, c -0.6331

Cyclic Strength Coefficient, K' (MPa) 1'7'73

Cyclic Strain Hardening Exponent, n 0.134

Cyclic Yield Strength, S, 771

TabIe 4.3 Test Specimens Cyclic and Fatigue Propefies



No. R ratio s.,./s," (% (MPa S,"(MPa) S"(MPa) iJS"''(%) s-/s, (%) Life (cycles

#11 0.8 0.95 2076 868 208 0.85 53 1.857
#6 0.8 0.95 2076 868 208 0.8s .53 3;737
#2 0.8 0.9 967 770 97 0.81 .45 5.8i7
#3 0.8 0.85 857 6'72 85 o.77 .37 11.411
#9 0.8 0.8 748 s73 75 0.72 .29 13.687
#t2 0.8 0.75 639 475 64 0.68 21 20.613
#r4 0.8 0.6s 420 218 42 0.59 05 16 51s

#r6 0.8 0.55 202 082 20 0.50 0.89 62.412
#5 0.8 0.45 983 885 98 0.41 0.72 115,804

#t7 0.1 0,95 2016 '764 311 0.81 44 1.165
#l 0.7 0.9 96'7 672 295 0.7'7 31 2.800
#8 0.7 0.8 '748 486 262 0.68 22 5.895

#15 0.7 0.7 530 300 229 0.60 .06 10.144
#4 0.7 0.6 311 t4 t9l 0.5l 0.91 18.560

#13 0.1 0.5 093 929 164 0.43 0.16 33, i 36
#10 o.'7 0.4 874 '743 131 0.34 0.61 51 \'t'7

Table 4.4 High Mean Shess Fatigue Test Results
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Figure 4.17 Macroscopic View of Short Life Fatigue Sample (R=0.7, #7)

Figure 4.18 Macroscopic View of Short Life Fatigue Sample (R=0.8, #6)



Figure 4.19 Macroscopic View of Long Life Fatigue Sample (R=0.7 #10)

Figure 4.20 Macroscopic View of Long Life Fatigue Sample (R:0.8, #5)



Figure 4.21 Microscopic view of Rim Region of Notched Monotonic Tension sample

Figxe 4.22 Microscopic View of Rim Region of Short Life Fatigue Sample
(R=0.8, #6)



Figxe 4.23 Microscopic View of Rim Region of Long Life Fatigue Sample
(R:0.8, #s)

Figxe 4.24 Microscopic View of Final Fracture Region of Notched Monotonic Sample



Figure 4.25 Microscopic View of Final Fracture Region of Short Life Fatigue Sample
(R:0.8, #6)

Fígre 4.26 Microscopic View of Final Frach¡re Region of Long Life Fatigue Sample
(R:0.8, #5)



CHAPTERFI\,'E

F'ATIGUE LIFE CALCIJLATIONS AND DISCUSSION

The primary obj ective of this study is to evaluate the validity of fatigue life

prediction models in high mean stress, high R ratios applications. In this chapter, the

stress-life and strain-life methods of fatigue analysis, detailed in Chapter Two, are used to

predict the lives ofthe sharply notched samples. The predictions are compared to those

experimentally detemrined in Chapter Four. Based on the comparison a discussion is

presented that provides guidance on the methods ofcorrect application, and the

limitations and skengths of each method for use in high mean stress applications.

The stress concentration factors ofthe sharply notched specimens are first

determined in Section 5.1 since their use is necessary in both the stress-iife and strain-life

methods. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 provide details of the S-N and e-N life calculations

respectively and give a comparison between the calculations and the experimental results.

Finally, Section 5.4 provides the conclusions of this chapter.

5.1 Determination of Stress Concentration Factors

The sharp 60' V-shaped notch with a 0.25mm root radius introduces a large

elastic stress concentration. For the sharply notched specimen subjected to a rniaxial

load, there are two elastic stress concentration factors that need to be defined. Referring

to the notation in Fig. 2.2, one factor, K,r, , addresses the local stress in the direction of

applied load (orr), and the other factor, K,,,, add¡esses the local stress in ci¡cumferential

direction (or, ). These concentration factors are defined as,



K¡zz =o,
S

(s 1)

and

(s.2)

In Eqs. (5.i) and (5.2), S is taken as the net section nominal stress. There are

three methods of determining these elastic stress concentration factors. These include

applying closed fomed equations, preparing a iinear finite element model of the test

specimen, and f,rnally performing experimentaì measurements.

The axial stress concentration factor was first calculated using the approximate

formulae provided by Noda and Takase [40]. The vaiue of K,r, = 3 .72 was given by their

approximate formulae. However, the approximate formula for the circumferential stress

concentration factor',vas not available in their paper.

In order to determine both stress concentration factors of the sharply notched

specimen, an elastic finite element analysis (FEA) was performed. Commercial software

ABAQUS 6.3 [41] was used to perform the finite element analysis. Specifically it was

used to draw the geometry of the modei, mesh the model, apply tJre boundary conditions,

and calculate the notch root stresses. Due to the symmetry in geometry and loading, the

circumferentially notched round bar was modeled by using the axis¡nnmehìc two-

dimensional model sbown in Fig.5.1.

As shown in Fig. 5.1, the section was divided into several partitions before

meshing. The critical notch root area was partitioned into an approximate 0.25x0.25mm

square region. Two kinds of elements were used in this finite element model, 3-noded
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linear axis].mmetric triangles and 4-noded bili¡ear axislrnmetdc quadrilaterals. Since a

very high shess gradient exists around the notch root, a hne mesh was required in that

region to obtain acculate results. Four-noded bi-linear axisymmetric quadrilateral

elements having lxl0-3 mm edge leogth were used to mesh the notch root region; the

other portions in this model were meshed using 3-node linear axisymmetric triangle

elements. The mesh scheme for this FEA model is shown in Fig. 5.2.

As shown in Fig. 5.1 , a unifonn tensile stress was appiied to the upper edge of the

section to simulate the applied load. The boundary conditions applied to the lower edge

restricted displacement in 2 direction and rotations about the I and 3 axes. To calculate

the elastic stress concentration factors, an ideal linear material law was assigned to this

finite element model. The elastic modulus (E:207 GPa, Table 4.1) used in the finite

element model was taken fiom the experimentai data. The stress distribution of the elastic

FEA is shown in Fig. 5.3. The stress values at the notch tip node were taken as the local

maximum stresses, which are the interpolated values from the integration points of the

notch tip element. According to Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), the eiastic stress concentration

factors in the axial and ci¡cumferential directions were calculated to be K,r, = 3.64 un¿

K,r, = 1.14, resPectivelY.

Finally, an attempt has been made to determjne the elastic stress concentration

factors using the experìmental measurements. To do so, the notch root axial shain, er, ,

and circumferentiai strain, er, , obtained ftom the optical measurements before yielding,

were substittted into the Hooke's iaw given as,



e22 =K¡225f E -y (Kú,S)/E

e33 = Kr33S/E - v(K,rrs)/E

h Eq. (5.3), v = 0.3 is the Poisson ratio of this material. It should be noted that the local

yield stress was calculated according to von Mises yielding criterion with the stress

concentration factors determined by FEA. This calculation was necessary to insure that

the experimental strain data used in Eq. (5.3) were obtained before yielding. The

ci¡cumferential strains were found to be fluctuating about zero instead of increasing

linearly with the applied loads below yielding point. Thus, the elastic stress concentration

factors were calculated only using axial strain values assuming circumferential strain

values were zeros. The stress concentration factors were forurd from one monotonic

tension test as K,r, =3.61 and K,,, = 1.08 . The other test yielded K,zz =3-32 anó

K,¡,=099'

Table 5.1 presents the stress concentration factors obtained from the

afo¡ementioned three methods and the percentage differences among these values

referring to the experimental results. As can be seen from Table 5.1, three methods

provide close results .¡/ith a ma.\imum 7 .2 %o differcnce of K,r, and a 9.6 7o difference of

K,r, . ln this research, the stress concentration factors calculated using the elastic FEA are

used instead of those experimentally determined. The FEA results were used since the

goal is to solely evaluate the anallical solution methodologies and the experimental

results are often not available in desþ.

(s.3)
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5.2 Stress-Based Models

There are two steps involved in determining the fatigue life ofnotched specimens

using the S-N method. The hrst step is to determine the paÉmeters in Basquin's equation;

the second step is to combine the mean stress correction models with Basquin's equation

to calculate the fatigue lives.

Basquin's equation (Eq. (2.32)) based on reversals, 2N' was used in the life

calculation since the parameter values of b and o, were obtained by the fifly reversed

fatigue tests described in Section 3.3.3 and these values are given in Table 4.3. For

notched members, Basquin's equation needs to be modified to account for the notch

effect. It is estimated that the fatigue strength ofnotched member is equal to that of

smooth rnember at one reversal and that fully reversed fatigue strength ofnotched

member is Sr/K, at long life (10u - 108 ) [3]. The modified Basquin's equation for

notched member under frrl1y reversed loading conditions thus can be given as,

S*, = or(ZNr)h. (s.4)

In Eq. (5.a), S*, is the frrlly reversed fatigue strength ofnotched member at N, cycles

and bo is the slope of the notched S-N curve in a log-1og scale. In order to determine the

value of bo , it is assumed that the fully reversed fatigue strength of notched member is

equal to Sr/K, at 106 cycles as,

S,/r, =o-r(z*tOu)". (5.s)
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In Eq. (5.5), Sr = 505 MPa was calculated by Eq. (2.32) with N, = 106 and K¡ = 3.09

was found by Eq. (2.7). Thus the value of bo v¿as found to be 0.1491.I1 should be noted

that wrong published data was used in [12].

The S-N mean stress coú:ection modeis detailed in Section 2. i were used to

perform the fatigue life calculations of the sharply notched specimens under high mean

stress and high R ratio conditions. To do so, the S-N mean stress correction models

including the Modified Goodman (Eq. (2.2)), Gerber (Eq. (2.3)), and Monow (Eq. (2.4))

models were combined with the modifred Basquin's equation (Eq. (5.5)). Since Cook and

Gunn's equations were developed to take into account the notch effect, they can be

applied to calculate the fatigue lives ofnotched members by directly replacing S, with

Basquin's equation Eq. (2.32).

The results ofthe life calculations using the S-N models are listed in Table 5.2,

including the Modified Goodman, the Gerber, the Morrow, Cook's, and Gunn's models.

It should be noted that the Modifíed Goodman (Eq. (2.2)) and Gerber @q. (2.3)) models

could not be used for many ofthe life calculations since the applied S. is greater thær S"

and thus the models resulted in physically meaningless negative values for S, . Slightly

modihed ve¡sions of the Modified Goodman and Gerber models have been proposed [10-

121. The modification involves simply replacing S" with S"" in each mean stress

correction model. These calculations were also conducted and are presented in the table.

The true ftacture strength used in the Monow model (Eq. (2.4)) was taken as

o¡ = 1620 MPa [11]. Similar to the Goodman and Gerber models, the Monow model

also could not be used for life calculations when the applied S- is greater than o.. ln
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addition, since the nominal mean stress applied to many specimens was beyond the range

of validity of Cook and Gunn's models, the life calculations were performed when they

were possible.

The experimental lives were plotted against the calculated lives in a log-log scale

at R:0.8 and R:0.7 in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. The diagonal lines in these plots

indicate the condition where the experimental life is exactly the same as the caiculated

iife. It indicates the experimental life is greater than the calculated life if data points are

located above the diagonal line, and vice versa.

It can be seen from Table 5.2 and Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 that all ofthe existing S-N

models could not provide accurate life predictions for the sharply notched specimens

under high mean stress and high R ratios conditions where large scale plastic deformation

exists. As shown in Table 5.2, the fatigue lives of two samples at R=0.8 and tkee

samples at R=0.7 are calculated using the Modified Goodman and Gerber models, where

the applied mean stresses are lower than the ultimate strength. The calculated lives by the

Modified Goodman model are one to four orders of magnitude different from actual lives.

The Gerber model calculated lives are within three orders of magnitude difference fiom

actual lives. The slightþ modified versions of the Modified Goodman and Gerber

models, replacing S, with S., in these equations, provide better life predictions for all

samples for both R ratios with less than two orders of magnitude difference from ach¡al

lives. The sample fatigue lives where the applied mean stresses are less than o, are

calculated using the Morrow model and the calculated lives are up to four orders of

magnitude different ftom actual lives. As can been seen in Table 5.2 and Figs 5.4 and 5.5,

Gunn's model provides better prediction compared with Cook's equation. The Gunn's
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model calculated lives are within two orders ofmagnitude difference Íiom actual lives,

while Cook's model presents over tfuee orders of magnitude difference.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, a biaxial stress state exists at the notch root. An

attempt was made to perform the S-N life calculations considering the biaxial stress state

condition at the notch root. Specifrcally, S" and S. in the S-N mean stress conection

models were replaced by the von Mises equivalent quantities at the notch root. However,

the life calculations could not be performed since the calculated equivalent mean stresses

were forurd to be greater than the notched ultimate skength. Negative values of S, were

calculated and thus deerned meaningiess. It should be noted that this urethod of

calculation should yield better results than that obtained neglecting the ci¡cumferential

stress.

5.3 Strain-Based Models

In Chapter Two, it was emphasized that two steps are requhed in the application

of the strain-life method of fatigue arialysis. Specificaliy the elastic-plastic notch root

shain and stress history must first be obtained. The results can then be used in a strain-

life modei to predict the number ofcycles a component can withstand before a crack

initiates at a notch root. In this section, an evaluation of the relevant formulae, presented

in Chapter Two, is conducted by comparing the results of the shain-based fomulae to

those obtained in the high mean stress experiments.
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5.3.1 Evaluation of Elastic-Plastic Notch Root Strain and Stress Histories

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, there a¡e three methods for determining the

elastic-plastic notch root strains and stresses that a¡e necessary for performing a shain-

based fatigue life calculation. These include experimental techniques, numerical

techniques such as the finite element method, and approximate analytical techniques.

Since approximate anaiytical techniques provide the simplest method of solution, they are

most conducive for use in design environments. In this section, the approximate

analytical techniques, described in Chapter Two, are applied to simulate the notch root

eiastic-plastic behavior of the high mean stress specimens tested. The results obtained a¡e

compared to those obtained using the finite element method and to the experimental

results detailed in Chapter Four.

The FEA model used fo¡ elastic-plastic notch root strain-stress analysis was the

same as that used to determine the elastic stress concentration factors. However, for the

nonlinear elastic-plastic FEA, the monotonic constitutive law obtained from the

monotonic tension test of the smooth specimen was used @ig. 5.6). Since the monotonic

stress-shain curve is very flat after the yielding point, the elastic-plastic portion was

replaced by a straight line to simplify the complex nonlinear calculations. Figure 5.6

shows the simplified bi-linear material law used in the FEA model.

From the monotonic tension and fatigue tests of the sharply notched specirnens, it

was found that the circumferential strains were fluctuating about zero up until yielding.

After the notch root material yielded, the circumferential straìns increased with the

applied loads and up to 5% ofthe axial shains at the ultimate load. ln addition, the

nonlinear elastic-plastic FEA shows that the ratio of the circumferential shain to axial
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strain increases with the applied load and is less than 67o when the ultimate load is

reached. ln order to simpiify the notch root stress and strain calculations, the

circumfe¡ential strains can be neglected and it is assumed that the fatigue crack initiation

is dominated by the axial strains. As a result, a plane sEain assumption (Eq. (2.14)) can

be made to represent the stress and shain states at the notch root. It should be noted that

the plane stress asslunption inaccurately neglects the circumferential stress ( or, ) in the

sharply notched specimens. However, this assumption was inaccurately made in [12] to

conduct the strain-based life calculations on geometrically identical notched bodies. As

can be seen in Fig. 5.7, the notch root strains predicted using the methods in [12] fol the

initial loading are far from the experimental and FEA results when the stress ratio (the

nominal stress to the yielding stress, S/Sr) is greater than 0.9. It should be noted that the

applied rnaximum nominal stresses are greater than 0.9S, for most of the tests performed

in [12] that results in large-scale enors of life calculations.

The extended versions of Neuber's (Eq. (2.21)) and ESED (Eq. (Z.ZZ)) methods

for the plane strain case were used to calculate the notch root stresses and straíns. The

multiaxial forms [19] did not need to be applied. The modified stress-strain relation, used

in Eqs. (2.21) añ (2.22), was obtained using the method in [18] to alter the uniaxial

stress-sfain relation given in Section 4.1.1 for the piane strain condition. The parameters,

K- =1577 MPa and n' = 0.0307 , in the modifred stress-shain relation were detetmined

using a linear regression analysis as described in Section 4.1.1. The modified elastic

modulus was calculated as f- = e/(t-v') = 227 GPa,where E=207 GPa from Table 4.1.
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The stress ratio (S /S, ) versus notch root axial strain curves, under monotonic

loading conditions, obtained by experimental (average of two monotonìc tension tests),

FEA, and approximate anallical approaches are shown in Fig. 5.8. It can be observed

that the curqes obtained by FEA and experiment follow the same trend although a

numerical gap exists. This difference may be due to the fact that the sharp notch root can

be ideally modelled by FEA but impossible to be machined in reality. In addition, the

smaller notch root strains obtained by the optical deformation measurement device may

have been partly due to the fact that they were the average values of a very small area at

the notch root- However, the notch root st¡ains in the FEA were taken as the notch tþ

node strain values, where the highest strain exists. Comparing the two curves obtained by

Neuber's mle and the ESED method in Fig. 5.8, the former overestimates, whereas the

ESED method underestimates the notch root strains obtained using FEA until S = 1.4S, .

It can be observed that the ESED method provides a good correlation with the FEA

results when the stress ratio is less than 1.25. However, the ESED method tends to give

much smaller notch root strains than those obtained from FEA when the stress ratio is

greater than 1.25. The ESED method provides a 55% difference referring to FEA results

at the uitimate ioad. One reason is that large plastic deformations occur around the notch

portion at high nominal stresses that makes the fundamental assumption of the simplified

methods (localized plasticity) invalid. The other reason is that the malerial shess-strain

curve cannot simulate the necking effect. It should be noted that these methods do predict

a band approaching to notched ultimate strength, within which the FEA results fa1l. The

average values of notch root strains predicted by Neuber's rule and the ESED method are

also plotted against the stress ratios in Fig. 5.8. ln addition, the strains, obtained using the
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Hoffnrann and Seegel method (Eqs. (2.26) - (2.31)) with the assumption of zero

circumferential strain ( e,, = 0 ), were also plotted in Fig 5.8. The Ko used in Eqs. (2.27)

ard (2.28) was determined by the same FEA model with an eiastic perfectly-plastic

material law. Though it was developed to specifically address the condition ofnet section

yielding, the Hoffma¡n and Seeger method yields a more conservative prediction than the

ESED method under the plane strain case.

In conclusiorl the ESED method combined with the modifred mate¡ial shess-

strain cur:ve for the plane strain case gives the best prediction of the notch root elastic-

plastic strains. It should be noted that the better prediction obtained from the ESED

method rnay be for this specific geomehy only. More generall¡ Neuber's rule and the

ESED method when used together, predict a band within which the experimental notch

root strains fall. As a result, the average value, in the middle of the band, may be used in

design. The Hoffmann and Seeger results may be used as comparable data.

In order to perform the fatigue life calculations using the e-N models, the local

shess and strain values during cyclic loading need to be determined. Similar to the

modified monotonic stress-strain curve for the plane strain condition, the modified cyclic

stress-strain curve for the plane strain case v/as obtained by altering the cyclic stress-

strain relation and is given in the Ramberg-Osgood form as,

where K' = 2018 MPa, and n'' = 0.1386 .

(5.6)
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It is assumed that the notch fatigue behavior of member may not be contr.olled by

the local maximum stress but rather average stress acting over a finite voiume of the

material ín the notch root region [3]. The fatigue notch factor which takes into account

the stress gradient and localized plastic deformation at notch root, was suggested to

replace the stress concentration factor in the strain-life fatigue analysis [16]. Thus the

fatigue notch factor was used in the local stress and strain calculations in this study.

In order to account for the material softening effect, the cyclic stless-shain

relation was used to calculate the local maximum stress and strain values during cyclic

loading. Thus, the local maximum stress and strain at the notch root rvere deterrnined by

combining, for example, the ESED method @q. (2.19)) with rhe modified cyclic stress-

strain equation as,

_ (r,s.*)'
E-

(s 7)

The local stress and strain ranges at the notch root were calculated by replacing

shess and strain in Eq. (5.7) with their conesponding ranges and yieided,

= 
(5,¡s)'
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After the maximum stress and the ranges of strain and stress were determined for

cyclic loading, the notch mean stress and notch strain amplitude could be calculated using

Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10), respectively. It should be noted that Neuber's rule @q. (2.16)) was

applied in the exact same manner as above for the ESED method to determine the notch

mean stress and notch strain amplitude-

õ,"=o-*-Ao/2

- - ^-1.)

(5.e)

(s.10)

As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, after the initial loading into the elastic-plastic

region, the notch root material only experienced elastic deformation in subsequent

loading and unloading cycles under high mean stress and high R ratio conditions. Thus

the local stress ranges can be simply calculated by,

Áo = KrÁS.

Then the local shain amplitudes were directly detennined using Hooke's Law,

(5.11)

e" = KrAS/2E. (s.12)

The local mean stress thus can be calculated by combining Eqs. (5.9) and (5.1 1).

h Eq. (5.9), the local maximum stress was determined by substituting the notch root



maximum strain obtained by the optical measurements into the cyclic stress-strain

relationship @q. (+.t)). Since the cyclic creep or ratcheting occurred that resulted in a

non-constant maximum strain at notch root of the testing sample, the maximun strain

was taken as the average values of the recorded strains before visually detectable cracks

ínitiated at the notch root.

5.3.2 Strain-LifeModels

ln this study, the fatigue lives of the sharply notched specimens were calculated

by substituting the local stress and strain values into the mean stress strainlife models as

given in Eqs. (2.35)-(2.37). The fatigue properties, o. er,b, and c used in the strainlife

models were taken from the fully reversed strain-controlled fatigue tests. Al1 the

parameters are given in Table 4.3.

Table 5.3 presents the calculated lives of the sharply notched specimens using the

local stresses and shains obtained from the ESED method and experimental str.ain data

(considering the elastic deformation after initial loading at the notch root), along with

actual lives, specimen numbers, and stress R ratios. Large differences exist between the

Manson-Halford model and the other two mean stress correction models. The SWT and

Morrow models give much better predictions than the Manson-Halford rnethod.

The experimental results are plotted against the calculated lives using the ESED

method for the sharply notched samples at R:0.8 and R:0.7 in a log-log scale in Figs. 5.9

and 5.10 respectiveiy. In order to show the offects in life calculations using different

notch shess-strain prediction methods, the calculated lives usürg Neuber's rule and the

average of the two methods are also plotted in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. As can be seen in Figs.
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5.9 and 5.10, the lives calculated by the Manson-Halford model show large differences

ûom the actual lives. However, when the experimental lives increase, the calculated lives

using the Manson-Halford model tend to move close to the diagonal lines. This indicates

that the Manson-Halford model gives better life predictions for long life samples than

does for short life samples. The calculated lives obtained using the Monow and SWT

models are much closer to the experimental lives and less than one order of magnitude

difference. The Monow model gives a conservative prediction when fatigue life is

greater than 5 x 103 cycles for both stress R ratios. The SWT model also provides

conservative calculated lives except for the long life samples, such as #5 and #16 for

R:0.8 and #10 for R=0.7. ln general, the Morrow model offers better predictions than the

SWT model

As can be seen in Figs 5.9 and 5.10, the calculated lives using Neuber's rule are

conservative compared with those calculated using the ESED method since Neuber's rule

predicts larger notch stresses and strains than the latter. The calculated lives by the

average notch stress and strain values are shorter than those determined using the ESED

method. Since the average notch stress and strain values are smaller than those obtained

byNeuber's rule, the calculated lives using the average values are longer to those

obtained by Neuber's rule.

The calculated lives using experimental strain data and the ESED method are

plotted together against the actual lives in a log-log scale in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 for R:0.8

and 0.7 respectively. It can be seen in these figures that the calculated lives from

experimental strain data and the ESED method are very close to each other for the

Morrow and SWT models. The Manson-Halford model gives better prediction usìng
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experinental strain data than using the ESED method, but the calculated lives are still far

from the actual lives.

5.4 Summary and Discussion

Based on the life calculations, it can be concluded that the conventional S-N mean

stress fatigue life models, such as the Modifred Goodman, Gerber and Morrow models,

cannot be used to predict the fatigue lives ofthe sharply notched specimens under high

mean stress and high R ratio conditions since they do not take the plastic deformation

into account. Although Cook and Gunn's models were developed to account for the

plastic deformation of notch members, they eitler became invalid or yielded meaningless

results under high mean stress and high R ratio conditions. Since the calculated

equivalent mean stresses were found to be greater than the notched ultimate strength, the

multiaxial forms ofthe s-N methods cannot be applied for the sharply notched specimens

under high mean stress and high R ration conditions.

Among these three mean stress e-N models, the Monow model gave the best

prediction with er¡ors less than a factor oftbree and the swr model had errors less than a

factor offive. However, the Manson-Halford model yielded large enors up to four orders

of magnitude since it tends to account for too much mean sfess effect at short lives

where mean stress relaxation may occur at high plastic shains [251.

In the e-N life calculations, one ofthe potential error sources is from the

extrapolation of the cyclic stress-strain curve. Due to the buckling effect at high strain

amplitudes, the maximum shain amplitude used to develop the cyclic stress-st¡ain

relation was 1%. But the maximum strains in fatigue life calculations using the e-N
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models were up to 1.7%o. Ftxthermore, the approximate analytical model used to

determine the local stress-strain history also introduced errors especially at high stress

levels.

It has been well documented that the total fatigue life consists of the initiation and

propagation stages. The e-N models are developed to correlate the local stress and strain

with initiation life where detectable cracks exist. As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, fatigue

cracks were found at the notch root from the ARAMIS@ pattem images of the testing

samples before frnal failure. The remaining lives afte¡ cracks existed at the notch root

were about 20-30yo of total lives that contributed to the conservative predictions by e-N

models for most specimens compared to the actual fatigue lives.
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Method
K,,, Kr¡¡

oZ Difference
From Exnerimental

K,r, K,¡:

FEA 3.64 Lt4 4.9% 9.6%

Approximate
Formulae [401

3.72 N.A- 7.2% N.A

Experimental
Averaqe 3.47 t.04 0% 0%

Table 5.1 Stress Concentration Factors of Sharply Notched Specimen
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N.A
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Life

(cycles)
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N.A

24541

0
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Life Calculations using the S-N Method

N.A
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Table 5.3 Life Calculations using the s-N Method
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Figure 5.1 Load and Boundary Conditions of FEA Model
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Figure 5.2 FEA Model Mesh Scheme

Figure 5.3 Stress Distribution Plot of FEA
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CHAPTER SIX

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, ÄND RECOMMENDATIONS

6,1 Summary and Conclusions

Motivated by the need in practice, this work sought to investigate the influence of

high mean stress and high R ratio on the fatigue behavior of components. Specifically,

this work aimed to determine whether the conventional fatigue life methods couldbe

applied to high mean stress and high R ratio applications, a regime in which they were

not previously validated. Furthermore, the SEM examinations were preformed to study

the morphology of fractured notched specimens. The work consisted of an extensive

literature review emphasizing the work done in the loading regime under consideration

and an experimental program aimed at deterrnining whether the conventional fatigue life

methods can be applied. The work finally provided a comparison between experimental

and numerical results.

The literature review emphasized that most previous work had presented high

mean stress data and had not attempted to analltically predict fatigue life. The work that

had been done on analyticai fatigue life prediction had analyzed few ofthe S-N models

and had concluded that they were not applicable to high mean stress and high R ratio

conditions. Due to experimental and model application probiems, their e-N analysis was

inconclusive.

The experimental program of this work consisted of performing monotonic

tension tests on smooth and sharply notched specimens to determine the material

properties ofthe Rc 37 SAE 1045 steel maferial used, and to analyze the notch root
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nnterial behavior. The program subsequently consisted ofperforrning fatigue tests on

smooth specimens at R=-1 to determine the cyclic material properties needed in life

calculations. Finally, the experimental program consisted ofperforrning two sets oftests

on sharply notched specimens at R=0.7 and R-0.8.

ln monotonic tension tests revealed that the Rc 37 SAE 1045 steel material used

exhibits a ductile behavior and the stress strain curve is very flat after yielding. Due to the

deep V-shaped notch geometry, a triaxial stress distribution exists in the plane of the

notch even under uniaxial loading conditions. This results in the notched specimen

having a much higher ultimate shength than that of the smooth specimen. The notch

strengthening ratio was dete¡mined to be 1.8. Using the optical deformation measurement

device, the nominal stress versus notch root shain curves were plotted wrtil the specimen

fracture. This was used in the evaluation of the approximate analytical techniques for

determining the notch stress and shain.

The fatigue properties of the SAE 1045 steel with hardness Rc 37 were obtained

experimentally by performing fully reversed (R = -1) shain-controlled fatigue tests. The

tofal strain amplitudes used in the strain-conhol fatigue tests ranged ftom0.3o/o-1o/o.It

was fonnd that buckling occurred at high shain amplitudes, greater than lo/o, The

hansition fatigue life, 2N,, was found about 1415 ¡eve¡sals for this material with a total

strain amplitude of 0.0083 mm/mm. The stabilized hysteresis loops at half life of each

testing sample were used to generate the cyclic stress-strain curve. It was found that the

material exhibited cyclic softening behavio¡ that results in a 337o reduction of yield

stless.
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The stress-life curves of the sharply notched specimens were plotted for both

stress ratios, R:0.7 and R:0.8, based on the applied altemating stress and maximum

stress. The Su-N and s,"*-N curves for both stress ratios have similar and steep slopes.

The cyciic creep/ratcheting was investigated by monitoring the notch root

maximum strains of the sharply notched specimens during the high R ratio fatigue tests.

From fhe cu¡ves of maximum strain versus applied cycles, it was observed that cyclic

creep/ratcheting occurs at both stress ratios for shortJife specimens where fatigue lives

are less than lOacycles. However, these cuwes are very flat up to about the half life for

longJife specimens, and then the notch root maximum strains increased with applied

cycles. Hysteresis loops of the sharply notched specimens appeaf as straight lines ìnstead

of open loops due to the small shess range values urder high mean stress and high R ratio

conditions. This indicates that the notch root material, due to the small alternating

shesses, experienced elastic deformation during the cyclic loading and unloading'

Frach,ue surfaces of the high mean sÍess fatigue samples were examined by using

SEM. Two different fracture modes were observed on the ftacture surfaces, dimple

rupture and fatigue fractùe. The fracture surfaces ofthe monotonic tension and the short

life (< 104 ) high R ratio cyclic test specimens were very sìmilar to each other where

dimple ruptues were predominant. Fatigue striations were found at the rim region of

ftacture surfaces oflong life samples. However, the crack propagation lives were small

compared to the total lives for long life samples. This indicates that the e-N models may

be the most appropriate method to use in fatigue analysis ofcomponents under high mean

slress since it is a crack initiation model.
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The elastic stress concentration factors of the sharply notch specimen were

determined using elastic FEA" closed formed equations, and experimental measurements.

The FEA ¡esults were used in this work since the goal is to solely evaluate the analltical

solution methodologies. Due to a biaxial shess state at the notch root, t'"vo stress

concentration factors, K,r, and K,,, were dete¡mined to address the local stresses in

axial and circumferential directions respectively.

Life calculations were performed using the conventional S-N mean stress models,

such as the Modified Goodman, the Gerber, and the Morrow Models. In addition, Cook

and Gunn's equations were also used to calculate the fatigu.e lives. Comparing the achrai

lives to those obtained from the stressJife prediction models, it is shown that all ofthese

models yielded meaningless results and cannot be used to predict the lives of the sharply

notch specimens under high mean shess and high R ¡atios conditions. Although the

multiaxial S-N model should yield better results than that neglecting the circumferentiai

stress, the calculations could not be performed since the calculated equivalent mean

shesses were found to be greater the notched ultimate sfength.

To perform the life calcuiations using e-N models, the different approximate

analltical approaches were first used to define the elastic-plastic notch root strains and

the results we¡e compared with FEA and experimental data. It was found that the ESED

method provided better results than Neuber's rule or Hoffmann and Seeger model, but the

results maybe unique to this geometry. Although the Hoffmann and Seeger model was

deveioped to account for large-scale yielding, it necessitates a non-linear FEA for

application. It is felt that Neuber's rule and the ESED method could be used together in

design since they do predict a band within which the FEA results fa1l. The strain-life
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models including the Morrow, Manson-Haiford, and SWT models were used for life

calculations. Among the three mean stress strain-life models, the Morrow and SWT

models gave good correlation with actual lives. On the contrary, the Manson-Halford

model took too much mean stress effect at high plastic conditions and resulted in large

errors in iife calculations. Though the Monow and SWT models exhibited a good

agreement with experimental data, errors existed at short-life specimens with very high

mean stresses, where the cyclic creep/ratcheting occurred. Furthermore, the local stress-

strain history determined fiom the extrapolated Ramberg-Osgood relation also introduced

enors especially at high mean stress levels.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work

1 Fully reversed strain-controlled tests should be conducted at higher strain amplitudes,

greater than 1%, to obtain more accurate fatigue properties.

2 Further investigation into the cyclic creep/ratcheting that occurs at high mean stresses

would be required to incorporate such effects into e-N life prediction models.

3 The influence of high mean stress and high R ratio on different materials may be

investigated.

4 Crack growth tests should be performed to investigate the crack grovth behavior

under high mean stress and high R ratio conditions.

5 The fatigue behavior of components under high mean shess and high R ratios should

be investigated under variable amplitude loa¡ling conditions.
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